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From the chair
I seem to have been plagued with repairs where
wound components have failed. The old Avo coil
winder has certainly seen good use over the last
twelve months. Mains transformers, speaker field
coils (not the simple 2000 ohm units, but tapped
EMI monsters), EHT transformers for pre-war
TV’s and pickup head coils. Miles of wire must
have been used from the ever-depleting stocks.
Anyone who says doing rewinds are simple and
they don’t know what all the fuss is about must
come down to Swindon and I’ll hand them one of
those nice potted line output transformers to
have a go at. You know the one’s with wave
wound EHT windings.

I’ve read with interest some of the comments
about buying radios that have been “got-at”.
I think a number of them must have come my
way for repair. I’ve had some real badges come
through my hands recently. Just how much
longer does it take to do the job well and reliably
instead of changing a few caps and giving the
cabinet a quick polish? These were all sets where
the owners had paid money to have them
repaired. I am purposely avoiding the word
“restored” as it certainly had no place around
these sets. The good news is that they have
gone back to their owners in a much better all
round condition, safe and reliable.

With this issue, you will find the usual
Christmas CD-Rorn. We have this year steered

Book Review
The Man Who Charged Everythitg.
By Basil Mahon. Wiley 2003, 226pp £18.99
ISBN 0-470-86088—X

When I connect an old crystal set to an outside
aerial to extract intelligence directly from the
electromagnetic waves that casually pass by my
house, I can almost feel the presence of Hertz’s
waves and Maxwell’s sublime equations.

Radio historians would probably agree that the
pro-history of radio began with Maxwell's
equations. In his papers from 1865 to his great
treatise of 1873 he re-wrote the whole subject of
electricity and magnetism and made that all
important connection between electromagnetic
waves and the speed of light. From Faraday’s
ideas of electric and magnetic fields he derived
the principles of what today we call field theory.
The equations that we have come to know so
well are not that easy to find in his treatise and
were even less easy for his contemporaries to
appreciate. It took the work of others to find and
extract them from Maxwell’s algebra. It was the
Maxwellians; Lodge, FitzGerald, Heaviside and,
ultimately, Hertz who saw the enormity of
Maxwell’s vision and put flesh on those all
important equations.

This book by Basil Mahon is a delightful read.
Here we see Maxwell the man, from early

away from the Service info format and instead
given you some film footage related to the Radio
and Television industry. At the time of writing this,
it is still not certain just how much we will be able
to squeeze on the disc, but hope that you will
find its contents interesting.

Over the next few years we are embarking on
a massive task of converting many thousands of
pages of service data that has been sourced
from the manufacturers original service manuals
and sales brochures. This together with other
interesting film footage which will include pro-war
television programs filmed as they were
broadcast live, will be the basis for our yearly
CD’s. In fact, it may be possible to issue more
than one disc a year in the future.

As the year closes, and I look back, I'm not
really sure how we got to December so quickly. It
has been a landmark year for the BVWS with the
purchase of the National Vintage
Communications Fair (NVCF) from Jonathan Hill,
and the first of the shows running under the
BVWS. I would like to express my thanks to the
organisers, Terry and Peter, and everyone who
was involved in the setting up and running of our
first event. It was a great successl,
I’ll close by wishing you all a Merry Christmas
and very happy and prosperous New Year.

Miles

childhood to a premature death at the age of 48,
long enough to write five books and about100
scientific papers. Maxwell’s contributions to
physical science were enormous. Almost every
branch of physics was touched upon: colour
vision, polarisation, Saturn’s rings, molecular
theory, statistical thermodynamics, topology, and
radiation pressure. Above all, he compiled those
famous equations about which Feyman said,
“From a long view of the history of mankind -—
seen from, say, ten thousand years from now ~
there can be little doubt that the most significant
event of the nineteenth century will be judged
Maxwell’s discovery of the laws of
electrodynamics”. Despite Maxwell being a
profound theorist, he made numerous practical
contributions; colour mixing, colour photography,
control systems (governors and negative
feedback), stress diagrams and the standard
Ohm. He added original thoughts in all the fields
he investigated and, with the remarkable little
‘Maxwell’s Demon’ introduced us to the value of
the ‘thought experiment’. Basil Mahon’s narrative
is that of an enthusiast, or even a passionate
enthusiast, but he does not get carried away with
the sort of excessive hagiographic zeal
sometimes found in biographical studies. He
covers Maxwell’s enormous output of complex
scientific work without any significant

continued on page 43
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Although I obtained documentation for this radio, there is no evidence
of a date. However, it has pre-Octal valves, a magic eye tuning indicator
and comparing the dial to the chart in Radio Radio, makes it about the
date suggested.

This is an 8 valve plus “Mystic Eye” (RGD speak) radio. It has 4 wavebands:
MW, LW, SW 1 (16.5 to 50 metres) and SW 2 (49 to 150 metres). It has
a tuned RF stage, on all wavebands, followed by the frequency changer.
This has the first IF transformer which has switched selectivity. Then follows
a pentode IF amplifier, and a double diode triode, for detection, delayed AVC
and first audio preamplifier. This couples to 'a phase splitter triode, with anode
and cathode loads, for a push-pull triode output stage.
Controls on this chassis include a bass cut and a
treble cut combined with the switched lF selectivity.

The power transformer and rectifier are on a
separate chassis. The speaker is of the energised type
with the field coil being used as the smoothing choke.

It cost 24gns new. Another 5 gns would have
bought you the 1129 model, which added a push
button unit for station selection. This was mounted on
the sloping panel above the dial. It also had a couple
more valves, hence the “1 1 ”  prefix. I would guess that
they were used for AFC as the pushbutton unit, with
provision for remote control, is called “AUTOTUNE”.

When I acquired this set it showed the scars of quite
a lot of mistreatment. In general big heavy ones get
knocked around more than their smaller brethren. It is
easy to see why; just moving it around is a struggle. It
weighs in at 27 kg (57 lbs.) which means it is easy to
knock into things during transport. This one had lots of
scars, scratches and generally poor finish. I did intend
to refinish it but in the end I did some touch up and left
it at that. One of the reasons was that the chassis and
dial glass were not 100% either. The chassis was
subject to patchy rust and the scale was faded.

When I removed the chassis it was immediately

apparent that someone had been there before me. All
the wax paper caps had been replaced with cheap
items. Ironically many of these had leakage which was
probably not much better than the originals. Oddly the
electrolytics were still in service. The interconnecting
wiring had been rubber covered, but now was simply
crumbling away. Some had been replaced with plastic
wire that looked as if it had been stripped from old
table lamps. The soldering was very poor and
components and wires fell off to the touch.

I attacked the patchy rust with abrasion, Jenolite
(phosphoric acid) and finally matt lacquer. In the past,
I have touched in treated parts with silver and grey
paints. This shows pretty bad and so another way is
to add protection with matt lacquer. This leaves things
looking battle scarred but at least the finish is uniform.

I could ‘re-stuff’ the electrolytics but nothing could
be done about the replacements for the wax paper
ones, other than to change them. I used poly types
from Farnell in 400 and 630V working. It was actually
more work than replacing the originals (but not re-
stufting theml), as I did not trust that values had been
changed correctly. This meant tracing every one back
on the schematic and checking with the stock list.



While I was at it I checked a fair sample of the
resistors and most of them came out less than 25%
high. This is fine as once they heat up a little they will
get near enough to the correct value.

I made up new wiring harnesses for the inter—
chassis, speaker and magic eye valve. I used silicon
rubber covered wire and heat shrink tubing. This got
rid of all the old rubber covered stuff.

For valves the original ACO42’s (2Volt PX4’s) had been
changed for 2P’s. These work well requiring no change
to the bias components but have somewhat lesser
power. Still they have enough for most modern parlours.

The eye tube was a TV4 that can now be
considered unobtainable. I had several Octal SESGT
and decided to use one of these. It seemed best to
change the base on the valve rather than the Ct8
socket mounted on the chassis. To do this would have
meant altering the mounting brackets.

It may be useful to others to say how I did this. The
first essential is to mark, with a marker pen, the magic
eye orientation of the SES, by putting the valve in a test
rig, using bench supplies. Next step was to put the base
of the TV4, in soak, in an inch of cellulose thinners.
Whilst this was softening the old glue, I cut the base off
the 6E5. This is easily done (use a junior hacksaw with a
sharp blade), by making a radial cut all the way round,
just above the bottom of the base. Now make a cut at a
45 degme angle across the tube part, being careful not
to go right through and mark the glass. This band can
now be broken away. You are left with a disc with the
valve pins dangling on the lead out wires. This was
where my paint box came in handy. Apply a dab of a
different colour, to each pin. Make a careful note of
which colour equals which pin number. Now, using side
cutters, I broke up the remaining Bakelite to free each
pin. Each wire is going to need extending and this I did
with four-inch lengths of 24 SWG tinned copper wire.
Wind a small coil, on one end, around a 0.4 mm drill bit.
Snip off a pin and after carefully scraping and tinning the
wire, slide the coil over and solder. Cut off the remains
of the old wire. The joint wants to end up as low down
as you can get it. I insulated the wire with 2mm silicon
rubber sleeving, which is very flexible.

For the Ct8 base the sleeving needed to come
about five eighths of an inch above the glass
envelope. Immediately, apply a dab of the identifying
paint to the sleeving. Proceed to do the same with all
the other wires. By now it should be possible to work
the CT8 base loose and unsolder the old wires. After
cleaning up, the lead out wires from the 6E5, were
passed through the appropriate holes. It is necessary
to do this a few times to get the tidiest arrangement
with the minimum of crossovers. It has to be done
taking account of the eye orientation and the position
of the Ct8 base once it is in the chassis. Having done
this, then the wires can be soldered in place. I then
put the valve back in a test rig that allowed fine tuning
of the magic eye orientation relative to the Ct8 base.
Mark the base and the glass with a marker pen.
Remove the valve from the test rig and superglue the
base to the glass (Note: this is now not recommended
for output valves and rectifiers).

Of course the new magic eye had a 6.3V heater,
rather than the old 4V. I got around this by adding a
small transformer on the power chassis. Fortunately



there was one spare pin in the plug and socket for the
interconnection to the main chassis. I also rewired the
eye to work from the AVG line rather than from the
detector. I could not get it to close properly in the
original configuration. It now does not respond to
signals below the AVG delay but in practice, on decent
signals, works fine.

I did all the normal things like clean the valve bases
and switches with switch cleaner and checked all the
wafers visually. The speaker was given a clean out
and a new dust bag made to replace the
disintegrating original. After testing the valves, and
replacing a couple, the chassis and speaker could be
plugged up and power applied. The set worked first
time and a voltage check of all valves showed no
suprises. One problem that soon surfaced was slip on
the drive belt, between the knob shaft and the
excellent dual speed gearbox of the tuning capacitor.
The belt was made from woven string and may not
have been original.
I took the gang right off, the mounting rubbers were
end of life anyway. I tried to find a VCR belt of the
right size, but all i could get hold of were either too
small or too big. What I did, in the end, was to cut
one of the oversize ones down. I made the cuts in the
square section, at an angle and then used just a drop
of superglue to rejoin them. I don’t consider this a
bodge, because in the US it is an accepted technique,
with belt being sold in a continuous length to be cut
and glued as required. It is best to use a 02 adhesive.
The bond strength is said to be greater than the
original material

Alignment was straightforward but I did have a look
at the variable IF selectivity using a wobbulator. The
selectivity is altered by switching in a tertiary winding,
in series with the secondary of the first lF transformer.
This tertiary winding provides extra coupling back to
the primary winding. It is the increase in mutual
inductance that is required. In Radio Designers
Handbook, by F. Langford Smith, he compares
increasing bandwidth by pure mutual inductance and
by the tertiary winding. For this the shift in centre
frequency can be made small enough to be
acceptable. The winding may only have 5% of the
turns of the secondary and only 0.5% of its
inductance. When the winding is switched in, then
the increase in coupling makes Q fall slightly and the
response peak broadens. The IF bandwidth, at 50%,
was 6KHz without the coil and 10 KHz with it. The
response curve still looked good with no noticeable
shift in centre frequency.

How would you increase bandwidth, by pure mutual
inductance? Some manufacturers did this, by
physically moving the primary and secondary windings
closer together. It needed a mechanical arrangement selectivity and has no whistles or images. One Of the
of movable coils, return springs and a string to a front short wavebands(S1, 15 -5  to 50 m) is very busy,
panel control. particularly in the evening; a few stations are worth a

What a struggle to get the main chassis back in the listen. The quality Of the ‘slo-mo’ drive really does allow
cabinet! It is the worst I have come across so far. A seoarating stations only a few pF’s away on the tuning
bush supports it with a captive metal washer that goes capacitor. It must be indicative of the importance of this
in each of the four fixing holes, from the inside. Each 31 band, at the time, in that it has a greater prominence
bush passes through a rubber washer. On the outside on the dial than the Lw. it occupies the outer half circle
another rubber washer surrounds the bush. The fixing opposite that for the MW- The LW is relegated to the
bolts pass through and screw into Hank bushes much smaller inner circle opposite the other 82 band.
(tapped bushes) on the inside of the chassis rail. it was The sound is Clean and Without boom. The 10-inch
made worse by my having to replace the rubber round speaker and the solid construction account for
washers that had turned to gum, The only place I know this. The cabinet is made from three-quarters of an
to get replacements for these is from AES in Arizona, inch thiCk 9i t0? the top and sides, and half-inch for
USA. On the inside, I used two of their washers, of the bottom and front. When empty it weighs 10 k9.

different thickness, which looked like they would get the which is about the same as most complete 5 valve
chassis at the correct height. They were slightly too suoerhetS. in their flimsy wooden boxes.
thick and the chassis had to come out again, after a As to looks, ‘full frontal’ I find it quite attractive.
prolonged tussle fitting the screws. These were only just Viewed on the quarter i don’t. i find the wings Of the
long enough, and for my second fitting, i found some sides, which remind me of flying buttresses, clumsy
longer ones and ground the start to a point, rather like a and with .i have tried to imagine it With the Sides

tap. This did make things easier. curved around on a complementary radius to the
it is an impressive radio with good sensitivity and loudspeaker grill. I'm sure it would have looked better.

If!
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75th Anniversary of
Transatlantic Television
1928-2003 awn...

As far as general public perception is concerned, the only way
to transmit television between America and Britain is by the
use of the communications satellite. These devices have been
accepted as part of our technological culture since the early
19605. Although the first satellite images did send the human
image across the Atlantic in 1962, it wasn’t a ‘first’. In the far
less commercial world of 1928, John Logie Baird and a small
team of dedicated staff had sent a living face from Britain to
America. A living human image had travelled 3,500 miles in
a fraction of a second.

This year, we mark 75 years since this pivotal event.

Baird at the controls of the
Long Acre Transmitter with Pilot
(preview) screen behind. it
appears a sheet of paper has
been insterted to give an idea
of the size of image formed.
This screen did not use normal
magnifying lenses to produce a
life size image.

1 Burns — John Logie Baird -
Pieneer - IEE -— 2000 — pp 131

Perhaps more than any other since the first crucial
demonstrations, this was a turning point for Baird.
Although there were many triumphs ahead, this
demonstration, more than any other, struck a
commercial chord. lt  pushed American development
of Television and it generated negativity from the
popular press and established Radio. Baird had just
crossed the barrier which finally separated him from
a lone inventor to one which had to reply on the
growing commercial world.

The experiments which led to the first transatlantic
transmission had their roots in long distance Television
and in particular the Glasgow-London link which was
temporarily set-up in May 1927. Unlike many earlier
demonstrations, this one had been approved by the
Baird Television Development Company.1

‘to endeavour by means of telephone lines to
demonstrate television over a much longer distance
than had heretofore been possible’

The simplest and most secure way of doing this was
to use the existing telephone lines. Both speech and
vision required separate lines. The May 1927
experiments were a success. It would be a busy year
of breakthrough and this demonstration was one of
several which included three-colour (full colour)



Television and Noctovision (infra—red night vision).
The Glasgow-London demonstration was relatively

simple to achieve and predictably certain. It is difficult
to ascertain if the demonstration created a trigger
which led to the idea of spanning the Atlantic, but it is
more probable that this was the intended goal as
Baird mentions in his Autobiography that he was first
approached with the idea of transatlantic television in
early 1927 by Ben Clapp.

The idea was to transmit Television from London to
the Woolworth Company building in New York.2 This
wasn’t just a simple inspiration, because Clapp, who
was Baird’s second technical assistant, also had mu’ch
experience in transatlantic Radio.3 Clapp was an
amateur wireless enthusiast who had initially been
sent to visit Baird on behalf of an American concern
called Wanamakers. A second representative was
connected with the Woolworth Company - thus the
connection with the use of what was once, the tallest
building in New York City.

Clapp’s recollection of events is that Baird asked
him to travel to America in about April 1927 to

' establish a receiving station.‘
Transmission of sound over the Atlantic was already

an accepted reality, although at that time the precise

Mrs Howe sits before the
fioodlight scanner and
becomes the first woman to
televised across the Atlantic.

2: Sermons, SoapandTeleWsion
-RTS—1988—pp88-note
that 1927 is year given by Baird.

3: John Baird — Sydney Moseley
- Odhams Press — 1951 —
Moseley mentions Clapp was
first assistant

4: Burns —- John Logie Baird ~—
Pioneer - lEE -- 2000 —- pp. 138

5: John Logie Baird — a life~—
Anthony Kamm and Malcolm
Baird—NMSZOOZ—pS
(details and explanation of
issues).

6: ditto

7: Burns - John Logie Baird ,‘
Ploneer— lEE—2000 — pp 138
‘he worked with others in secret’

8: Television — Television Press —
January 1929 — pp32

9: What i think of Baird Television
Now — byW J Brittain —
Television ~ Television Press -
November 1928 - pp21

10: Morning Post —- 22nd April
1 927

11: Sermons, Soap and
Television ~ RTS — 1988 —- pp 89
— Baird quotes 49m as the
wavelength used, however
Clapp’s notes mention 45m
being used on 24th August
1927.

12:SeeingBlreless—PW-
1997-RayHerbert

nature of the atmospheric conditions (more properly
lonospheric) which alloWed transmissions to succeed
were not fully understood. ,

Typically, Baird’s quick mind seized on the most
important aspect of such a venture, which was power.
It was simply a question of providing enough power to
allow a strong signal to be received in New York.

The choice of New York was particularly good
because of the strong Press base and heightened
public interest in new technology. At that time, Radio
had gripped the heart of New York, Broadway had
finally been lit in a sea of electricity and the theatres
offered not just live entertainment, but the new wonder
of talkies.

On this side of the Atlantic, the first issue of a new
magazine ‘Television' was in preparation. By the time
the first issue hit bookstands, the dream of vision
across the Atlantic would be a reality.

Whilst using Telephone lines did not disrupt Radio
communication, the power thought required for a
transatlantic wireless broadcast would have a
detrimental effect. A special licence would be
required and approved by the G.P.O. The concern
that this would not be granted was reflected in an
attempt to acquire permission to base a 3KW



it is worth
mentioning that
the British Press
at that time were
very much split
about the worth
of Television and
in particular the
Baird system.
A great deal of
negativity came
from the newly
established
wireless
periodicals and
in particular
‘Popu/ar
Wireless’.

transmitter in France.5
This attempt reflected back as the French contacted

the GPO and permission was granted to use a UK
transmitter with the condition that the GPO gained
access to examine the Baird equipment.‘3

It has been suggested that this work was carried
out in secret.7 From the surviving information, it seems
that the British Press were already implying that this
would be the next great step.

It is worth mentioning that the British Press at that
time were very much split about the worth of
Television and in particular the Baird system. A great
deal of negativity came from the newly established
wireless periodicals and in particular ‘Popular
Wireless'. Eventually a rather florid exchange would
take place and be related between Sydney Moseley
writing in 'Television’ magazine and his descriptions
of ‘my young and modern friend, Norman Er'dwards’.B

Moseley seems to imply that much of the Baird
press flack was generated by younger and more
inexperienced journalists. This may have been the
case. Another young journalist from the Daily Mail,
William J. Brittain had launched some quite strongly
worded criticisms of the Baird system. Moseley was
quick to point out that many of these journalists had
not actually seen a recent official Baird Demonstration.
Naturally, he provided the moment to invite the
doubters. Brittain was one of those who reversed
his opinions and related his impressions in Television’
magazine.9

There was a very important technical reason why
Brittain was ‘converted to the cause’. He mentioned
that the latest pictures were such that - ‘I could have
believed that l was looking into a mirror at her, only
the image was in pink and black, due to the glow of
the neon lamp’. The reason for his complete change
of viewpoint was that the Baird Company had
switched to the more efficient spotlight scanning
system.

However, this vital innovation was not introduced
by the time of the Transatlantic Broadcast. if it had
been, the images would have been substantially
improved. Instead of a spotlight scanner, the faces
sent across the Atlantic would be lit from the lights
of an array of hot electric light bulbs. These floodlight
produced images were those which hadn’t impressed
the young hacks of Fleet Street and the Wireless
Press. To a large extent, this explains part of the
hostility to the Baird System and in particular the
equally bland reaction from the BBC.

Even before the Glasgow-London Demonstration,
Ben Clapp had set up a Radio transmitter in
Couldson, Surrey. The call sign of Clapp’s station
was GZKZ and the address was ‘Holmville', Warwick
Road, Coulson, Surrey (Tel Purley 2065). In distance
terms, the transmitter lay 14 miles South of London.
The station served a dual purpose as it was also
Clapp’s home.

By April 1927 the British press had tagged the story
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and were reporting with implication that Television
was already being sent to New York.10

The news leaked further and by the summer of
1927, the American press had hooked the story.

Clapp’s trip to New York would take place in
September 1927, travelling by the only possible
method, by sea. The quickest times possible were
typically seven days which was the time achieved by
liners such as the SS Berengaria. It was this ship
which was destined to receive the first Television
signals whilst travelling across the Atlantic on 6th
March 1928. All of that was fantasy as Ben Clap
stepped off the ship and into the Metropolis on 5th
October 1927.

The physical transmitter in Surrey was now under
the official ownership of the Baird Company and
Clapp left a number of capable hands behind to keep
the station in readiness. The transmitter Clapp used
was 2KW and radiated on a wavelength of 45m.“
The original plan was to send vision signals directly
by Telephone line from an experimental Baird Station
at Motograph House. There are possibly many
reasons why this station was not used to send the
signals directly, which would have included the fact
that the station did not have particularly good aerial
facilities. It also had only been granted permission
to radiated power at a maximum of 250W.

This situation improved when during the
experiments a move was made to new transmission
studios at Long Acre. As well as being more spacious,
these offered the chance to erect a more effective
aerial. Another innovation at Long Acre was the
introduction of a large ‘pilot’ television screen to check
picture quality before transmission. This screen would
be used to check the images sent over the Atlantic.

Clapp’s log book survives from these tests and
apart from including the first written use of the
abbreviation ‘TV’ (7th October 1927), also provide
an accurate account of the progression of the
experiments. These had to take place after midnight
to avoid interfering with commercial and government
transmissions.

It took 58 tests before reliable results could be
obtained.12 All of these tests took place during the
winter months because the atmospherics were not
favourable during the summer months.

During this period Clapp was still in America and
had moved in with Robert Hart, another wireless
enthusiast (call sign W2CVJ). Hart lived in Hartsdale,
which in 1928 was a relatively sleepy country town in
the White Plains district of New York State. The plan
was to arrange to receive the television signals using
Hart’s own receiving equipment combined with
equipment Clapp had brought with him. The Televisor
used was built from scratch by Clapp and contained
the now standard 30 hole Nipkow disk, but with the
addition of amplification equipment. The complete
assembly was covered with a wooden dark stained
cabinet, with a right hand window to view the received



images and an array on control dials underneath.
In many ways, Hartsdale was an ideal location.

It was far from the prying eyes of the Press and also
some distance from the growing electrical interference
that was beginning to crowd Manhattan Island.

The progression of tests stretched through the
winter of 1927 into 1928 on thrice weekly basis.
Clapp’s wife Gwen had to manage an uncomfortable
situation in arranging to accept Baird representatives
who were also only able to work on the transmitter
after midnight, generally finishing by 3am. The idea
was to provide two hours of solid transmissions
before dawn.”

It was only after the move from Motograph House
to Long Acre that Clapp reported a faint image of the
dummy’s head. Clapp would be joined in New York,
for the demonstration, by Capt O. G. Hutchinson
(Joint Managing Director of the Baird Company).

Another essential requirement of the tests was
the provision of a test vision signal to send and
in this respect; the ever reliable ‘Stooky Bill’
provided his Music Hall grin to the services
of history. A few of these tests were also logged
as deriving from ‘Phonovision’. There is still some
conjecture today about the quality of ‘Phonovision’
Television recordings. Were they of any use? These
were electrically recorded vision signals made on
either wax or aluminium blanks and recorded and
reproduced with the same fidelity as the then
standard audio recordings.

Given the difficulty in getting good results even with
modern equipment, we perhaps will never know if the
‘Phonovision’ recordings were much use. They were a
commercial failure and there isn’t much information to
suggest that playback was particularly successful.
Given the degradation of the signal and the
presentation of synchronisation issues, using a
‘Phonovision’ recording might seem an unusual step.
Perhaps it was simply a trial experiment and little else.

An interesting off-shoot of the ‘Phonovision’
experiments is that there was a New York Times report
that unofficial and therefore amateur recordings (using
‘an ordinary photograph disc’) of the received Baird
signals had been made on record in New York.15 Extra
parts worth $15 had been added for the test. A
photograph taken from the recording was reported
as sent to the Baird Company. The amateurs involved,
Phelps and Werner H Olpe, operated a station (2 BUO)
at 14 Brooklyn Avenue, Jamacia. They had been
looking for signals but had been unsuccessful until
March 6th 1928. This date was no accident as will
be explained later.

The first attempt to provide a demonstration did
not succeed. Adding a touch of sophistication, the
photogenic stage and cinema actress Elissa Landi had
agreed to be televised. She was just 24 years old at
the time and was enjoying increasing personal
success which continued throughout the 19308 before
she died, tragically young, at the age of 43. The night
chosen for her Television debut was the 8th February
1928 (although with New York five hours behind GMT,
the American date was the 7th February 1928)."5

Sandwiches and Champagne were provided as
the British studio waited for the confirmation from
New York that the signals were being received. This
never came, but Baird was able to surprise friends
with his true assertion that he had ‘spent the night
with Miss Landi’.’7

Alas, Miss Landi did not return for a repeat
engagement.

The following evening at Midnight, the image of
'Stooky Bill' was radiated from the Surrey. Reception
was good. 0n the American side, by 8.30 pm the
steady image of Stooky Bill was being received in

' Hartsdale and had been the cue for Hart to confirm by
Radio that he had received the image of the Doll.

Would Mr Baird now seat himself in front of the

scanner? Baird stayed in vision for thirty minutes.
He was then followed by Mr Bill Fox (representing
the press) and finally by Mrs Howe, the wife of one
of the press representatives. By replacing Miss Landi,
she became the first woman to be televised across
the Atlantic. This transmission would last just over
three hours.

On the Hartsdale receiving side, a single Reuters Press
Agent watched the images come through the ether.

The American and Canadian Press were ecstatic
with enthusiasm. An example from the \firginian Pilot
speaks for most:

“Hartsdale, N.Y. Feb 8 (AP) — A man and a woman
sat before an electric eye in a London laboratory
tonight and a group of people in a darkened cellar in
this village outside New York watched them turn their
heads and move from side to side.

The images were crude, imperfect, broken, but they
were images none the less. Man’s vision had spanned
the ocean; transatlantic television was a demonstrated
reality and one more great dream of science was on
the way to complete realization.

The demonstration was made by the Baird
Television Development Company of London, using
short wave radio sets for transmission of the 'vision
sound' and the Televisor invented by John L. Baird -
who has also invented an instrument for seeing in the
dark - for turning the sound back into vision after its
ocean hop.

The transformed vision of the man and woman in
the London laboratory came through the ether in the
form of a bumblebee’s hum, a musical buzz of
irregular cadence representing in sound the lights and
shadows of their faces - all that was transmitted in the
test. When the Televisor, a black box compact enough
to be carried around in a Taxi, had done its work with
this rhythmic rumble from across the sea the visions
gradually built themselves up of tiny oblongs of light
suspended in a whirling rectangle of brilliance in the
machine’s gaping mouth. These oblongs shifted and
swirled, scarcely for a moment holding their places.

The first figure to be put before the electric eye
was a ventriloquist’s dummy. Because there was
no motion to transmit in this instance the vision of
the dummy - appearing in the mouth of the Televisor -
was much clearer than those of the living persons
who followed it.

As a newspaperman went before the electric eye
his vision was built up in the Televisor in the form
suggestive of a lighted jack—o’-lantern which could
turn‘ its head from side to side and open its mouth.
After this a woman took her place before the
transmitter in London and her vision, broken and
scattered, was seen in New York. It was not so clear
as that of the man, but it was still plain that she was
a woman and that there was no question but that she
was moving her head so that first the full face was
visible and then the profile”5

If Clapp had been granted more transmission power
and used a spotlight scanner, the results would have
been far better defined and stable images. The testing
continued only for a further week.

The transatlantic Television news spread for
discussion to specialised publications and books.
E. T Larner had to add an appendix to “Practical
Television’ which took a page to describe the
circumstances of the experiment.19 It mentions that
the wireless communication between Hartsdale and
London was via Morse signals on 37m.
With even greater importance, the very first issue
of 'Television’ magazine” contained a rather flimsy
supplement sheet titled ‘Seeing Across the Atlantic!’
Little more than a teaser, it promised full details of the
experiment in the following issue. This came in the
form of an article by Bill Fox, who had been televised
in the experiment. The first couple of pages are purely
biographical and Fox never really properly describes
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Television was
leading the field
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to realise that even
with far greater
wealth and
resources, the
American
experiments were
basically varied
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techniques.
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his involvement in the experiment.
The whole piece has the feeling of being written

beforehand or perhaps limited in scope because of
secrecy. The photographs are those taken at
Couldson and do at least give readers some
impression of the circumstances. Buried a bit further
in the back pages, we find quoted columns from the
New York Times and two other newspapers. These
had been added to counter the rather negative
reporting from the British Press. All of this may have
been a disappointment to new readers expecting
details of the experiment and even today, it fails to fire
the imagination.

In the May issue, we have an article by Lt-Col
Chetwode Crawley M.l.E.E. - ‘  isible Speech Across
The Atlantic’ which again tells us much about the
history of sound transmission and already accepted
fact and virtually nothing about the Television
experiment. The details of the first formal meeting
of the ‘Television Society’ were deep in protocol
and projection and seems to have avoided recent
developments. The Society would finally be briefed
on the experiment the following month by Mr Baird
himself, in a detailed lecture.

With few exceptions Baird Television was leading
the field and the American Press were quick to realise
that even with far greater wealth and resources, the
American experiments were basically varied copies
of Baird techniques. This partly meant that every time
Baird pulled a ‘rabbit out of the hat’, it had to be bigger
and better than the previous one. So, despite the
restrictive limitations of the New York experiment, there
was about to be added, a touch of Showmanship which
would cement the achievement even more forcefully.

A further demonstration was staged. It was decided
on just one day before Clapp and Hutchinson left
America. This time the reception would not take place
on land, but on the sea. On the night of 6th March
1928, the reception of vision signals by Radio
amateurs in New York was no accident, in fact these
signals were being sent in the hope of being received
in mid-Atlantic. Clapp and Hutchinson were sailing
back to Britain on the 8.3. Berengaria. This ship was
one of the most famous in the Cunard fleet, the
company advertising claiming the ‘fastest ocean
service in the world’. The Captain of the ship
supported the experiment.

On their fourth day at sea (they had left on 2nd
March), the black boxed Televisor was set up and
plugged in. Aerial attachments were far more time
consuming. It is unclear if the demonstration took
place in a state room or a side cabin. The wispy
electrical cables trailed across the room leading to
a small gathering of officials and other guests. ' In
a typically brilliant Baird move, the girl used to provide

Obituary: Dr. Desmond Thackeray
1926—2003

I first met Desmond at a car boot sale, buried in an
enormous duffel coat. It was soon obvious that here
was a very interesting mind.

After school at Judd's School Tonbridge, Desmond
obtained a scholarship to Queen Mary College
London, (which was evacuated to Kings College
Cambridge), where he got a 8.80. After working at
Addison’s Electric for a year he went to the P.C.Fi.S.
Laboratory as Lab Technician. After marriage in
Cambridge he moved to Wokers at Brooklands, and
became M.Sc.

In 1963 he joined the Battersea College of
Advanced Technology, which became the University of
Surrey, Guildford, as lecturer in Chemical Physics. A
PhD followed. In 1974 he moved to the music
Department to run the Tonmeister course, which
concerned the reproduction of sound. He worked
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the face for this experiment was known to one of
the crew. She was Miss Dora Selvey, the girlfriend
of the ship’s Chief wireless operator. He wasn't told
about this and had the pleasure of recognising her
from the screen on the Televisor. He was W. Sutcllffe
(Staff Chief Engineer) and wrote a letter on April 4th
which published in the May 1928 issue of Television
magazine.21

Looking at the surviving photograph of the event,
we find a single unidentified woman surrounded by
a mix of crew and also the Baird technicians and
representatives. Hutchinson, looking either tense
or surprised is caught staring directly at the camera.

The result of this epic experiment meant that the
Baird Company shares increased.” in America, again
the Newspapers picked up on the human story of the
Radio operator and his girlfriend. In many ways it was
the sort of angle typical of early Baird reports and the
Press lapped up such Showmanship —- ‘Voyagers in
Mid-Ocean, by Television, watch Londoners Move
About’ was typical of the headlines.

The last word must go to Baird, who explained his
philosophy thus;

“ i  see some supercilious physicist asking what useful
purpose was served by this transmission; no new
discovery was made, anyone could have done it. Just
so, that is what the expert navigators of Spain said
when Christopher Columbus sailed across the
Atlantic. What good purpose did arise out of this and
like efforts? A very big purpose was served; research
all over the world was stimulated and investigators in
every country had it forced down their throats that
television was a practical possibility.”

Baird went on to conclude;
“ l  was not interested in either shares or money or
stimulating progress, I felt i was doing something
worth doing. It was interesting enough to make me
willingly work night after night until three and four in
the morning. These were happy days; I lived in the
laboratory surrounded by my bits and pieces, trying
this and that. Ominous clouds were gathering on the
horizon and threatening rumbles were becoming
audible, but they were still far off.”23

part-time from 1984, retiring in 1987.
As those who have travelled with him knew he

hated motorways, and was happiest in the byways,
preferring to travel hopefully rather than to arrive. His
interests were always peripheral; although interested
in obsolete technology he was not interested in
antique radios as such, but things like crystal sets, the
Unidyne and the history of headphones and
microphones. His knowledge was extensive on an
astonishing range of subjects, and he loved walking in
his beloved Lake District. in his retirement he worked
for the blind, repairing their talking books.

He will be greatly missed by his many friends,
particularly those who found him an unfailing help for
crossword puzzles. He leaves a wife, Jean and son, ,
Tim, to whom we extend our sympathy. .

Geoffrey Dixon-Nuttall
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‘Twas nineteen sixty five and I was seventeen and working as a trainee Radio and TV engineer for a
small firm based in Uxbridge West London. Armstrong Grigsons had two other shops, one in
Yiewsley and another in Iver and around a dozen or so employees. While out on call one afternoon
with one of the engineers (Nigel) we called on Mrs B, an elderly lady who lived in an old Victorian
cottage in Iver. Mrs B rented from us a Murphy V410 TV one of the barrel Murphy’s with a flip up lid
on/off switch that required frequent attention, and whenever Mrs B’s name was mentioned in the
workshop, there were knowing smiles and sniggers from the other engineers and l was about to
find out why. As the front door opened “come in boys” Mrs B shouted very loudly and we
proceeded down the narrow hall to a dimly lit back room where the TV was situated, leading from
which was a dingy scullery painted in typical 30's green and cream with large copper saucepans
hanging from hooks Victorian style. As Mrs B very loudly described and demonstrated the fault on
the TV, a loud screeching from the speaker, it became clear that Mrs B was very deaf, her hearing
aid kept bursting into oscillation and at the same time Mrs B was also suffering from very loud
flatulence that she obviously couldn’t hear herself. This almost orchestrated cacophony caused
these large saucepans to ring in resonance, at which point I made the excuse that I had to go out
to the van for spare parts to avoid totally collapsing with laughter.

Back at the
workshop the
other lads all
poked fun at
me for acquiring
such a large
piece of junk
suggesting that
I should have
been paid to
take it away and
that Mrs B had
pulled a fast one.

When the TV repair was complete (open circuit de-
coupling capacitors in the sound stages, the little red
ones.) Mrs B said to Nigel I’ve got an old wireless
under the stairs, it doesn’t work and i don’t want it
anymore, would your apprentice like it to practice on?
(This made Nigel’s day as Mrs B usually referred to
him as sonny which annoyed him intensely, him being
in his early twenties.) The offer was duly accepted and
l was in possession of my first vintage radio.

Back at the workshop the other lads all poked fun
at me for acquiring such a large piece of junk
suggesting that I should have been paid to take it
away and that Mrs B had pulled a fast one, but I
liked the art deco shape; it  seemed to have a
character all of its own, a little different from the
rectangular wooden or Bakelite boxes of its day that
were still abundant in junk shops and jumble sales
and still being bought into the shop for repair.

At this time I lived at home with Mum and Dad and
travelled back and forth to work on a motor bike so
Dad transported it home for me one Saturday morning
wondering why I wanted such an eyesore, he called
it a one-eyed monster; mum’s opinion was similar
so it wasn’t long before it was shoved up in the loft
where it stayed for the next ten years.

Ten years on, it now being the mid seventies and
having married and acquired a home of my own, my
parents suggested that the pile of junk that I had
accumulated in their loft should perhaps be
transferred to my loft, whereby l rediscovered this
interesting relic and spent a bit of time trying to get it
working. I removed the chassis and cleaned and
polished the cabinet, I changed some of the
electrolytics and checked the coupling capacitors for
leaks, the glass tuning scale had its printing lifting off
so I removed as much dirt as possible with a very fine
brush and sprayed it with clear lacquer, this caused
the curled up parts of the printing to lie flat again and
re-bonded it back to the glass. The magic eye was
very dim so the two meg resistor and the HT voltage
in the anode and target circuit were checked but
found to be ok; the set now looked presentable and

basically worked but with no spares or circuit diagram '
I decided to return the set to the loft until I had
finished modernising our home and had more time.

A couple of kids later we moved to a bigger house
with a very large loft, this was boarded and lined and
turned into a mini museum where my collection was
growing. With the modernisation of our'new home
and family commitments time was bit short and only
afforded an occasional play with new acquisitions, the
Cyclops was dusted and run-up occasionally and it
wasn’t until recent times when a friend acquired an
empty cabinet of this type that with renewed interest
it was removed to my workshop for a closer look at
and more detailed restoration.

The A097 was first released in July 1936 at a price
of £13/2/6 and came in Walnut or Black and Ivory
Bakelite; apart from its art deco looks it has a couple
of interesting features, the fidelity control changing
the IF bandwidth and a tuning mute for a few
seconds when the tuning knob is pushed, a strange
tone filter circuit in the audio stage and a ‘magic eye'

‘ tuning indicator right at the top of the cabinet, hence
the name ‘The one—eyed monster' later referred to
as the Cyclops.

The chassis removal was uneventful, as I had
greased the knob grub screws the first time round,
the speaker cloth, which is stapled to the baffle board,
was reasonably clean and in good condition with no
sign of nicotine or other discolouration,

This set has two chassis, the lower one being the
power supply consisting of the mains transformer,
|W4l350 rectifier and smoothing capacitors. Both
chassis are sprayed with grey paint and have quite an
extensive ‘frosting’ of rust but at this time I didn’t think
this was bad enough to warrant a re-spray and
preferred to keep what was left of the original finish.
The power supply chassis is connected to the main
chassis and speaker via a substantial 14 way tag strip,
11 wires to the main chassis and three to the large 8"
energised speaker, these three units connected
together became a bit difficult to handle, so it was all
placed on a piece of 1/ " plywood about 20" by 18"



with 3/ " edging for ease of manoeuvrability and to
avoid one piece falling off the edge of the bench
followed by the rest, also allowing all three units to be
picked up and moved without disconnecting anything.

The interconnecting wires are the cloth covered
rubber type and in very good condition, colour and
stripe coded for ease of identification.

The smoothing capacitors were dealt with first.
025 was a cardboard tube type and had previously
had its end plug removed and a new capacitor fitted,
this was checked an found to be ok. 027 was the
chassis mounted type and was disconnected with
a new capacitor wired into its circuit, this new
capacitor also checked ok and was removed and
refitted inside the original. Referring to the Trader
sheet (664) C26 was found to be missing so a pre-
processed one of a similar type was fitted, 028 was
totally original and untouched, and still measured
around 4mfd with only a couple of megs leak, as this
is only handling the low voltage developed across

the bias resistors in the HT “-" circuit I left it alone,
these bias resistors were also checked all ok.

The main chassis was started by first removing all
of the valves and after a good vacuum clean, a good
look round for evidence of any stress or previous
bodge—ups, and all initially looked ok, H25 had been
replaced with an R.S. wire wound type, a typical
1950'5/60‘5 repair.
The dial lamps were taped to the magic eye bracket
to stop them flopping about while I was working on
the main chassis. The HT rail was checked for shorts
to ground and read 200k, referring to the circuit
diagram in the "Trader Sheet" there‘s a bias chain
from HT to ground that adds up to 102k and on
checking, R18 a 1k ww was found to be 0/0 and
replaced with one similar, the electrolytic and paper
capacitors were checked and most were found to be
leaky, the only one that was ok was the 25mfd
cathode bias electrolytic, leakage wise it was ok and
read 18mfd when capacity checked so it was left
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Far left: Chassis from above,
before restoration.

Left: Chassis from above, after
restoration.

RS.
Spot the mistake, while sorting
through the photographs for
this article l spotted a small
clanger can you find It?

Below: The naked chassls.

The main chassis
was started by
first removing all
of the valves and
after a good
vacuum clean, a
good look round
for evidence of
any stress or
previous bodge-
ups, and all
initially looked ok.



Top right: Chassis angled on
plywood tray, before restoration.

Below right: Chassis angled on
plywood tray. after restoration.

Top far right: Under chassis,
before restoration.

_ Below far right: Under chassis,
after restoration.

The magic eye
was very dim and
being a major
feature of this set
something
needed to be
done about it, I
didn’t want a
blind Cyclops

alone. The paper capacitors are the cardboard tube
type with the ends rolled over a brass end cap, the
innards are easily replaced, just unroll the end and
pull on the lead-out wire and the end cap and innards
come out quite easily, the other end lead—out wire
is cut off short and de-soldered, tapped through
the end cap when the solder melts, The new smaller
capacitors easily fit inside and the end cap pushed
back in and cardboard tube re-rolled over the end cap.

While the capacitors were out of circuit I checked
the rest of the resistors and they all checked within
tolerance. The volume control R14 a 500k pot should
be ganged with the tone compensation pot R22 50k,
the volume control had been replaced with a single
pot with a 50k fixed resistor in the place of R22
tucked under the volume control. Looking through
my stock I didn‘t really expect to find a 500k/50k
ganged pot with switch, so I left this fixed resistor
in place as it was one of a similar type to the rest
of the resistors in the set.

The fidelity control wiring was found to be different
from the circuit diagram in the Trader sheet, this
incorporates the tone control, 89, S10 and 811.
These were not connected, 022, 023 and C24 along-
with L15 were all missing, with no evidence of them
ever being there, all the wiring looked original, there
were two extra capacitors wired into the grid circuit
of V3 in their place a .0005 and a .0015 switched
by unused bits of S7 and 88 in the circuit diagram.

All of the inductors were checked including the
speaker and the speech coil was found to be open
circuit, (I don’t remember this failing when run up in
the past). The flexible wires from the tag strip to the
rivets in the cone were checked ok so it’s the coil itself
that’s open circuit. On inspection the speaker looks
quite workable, with all the wiring disconnected you
can reach in under the cone with a 28A open ended
spanner and undo the four bolts that retain the field
coil assembly. With this removed the speech coil is
exposed, a close look revealed a small hole about an
eighth of an inch diameter burned through the speech
coil former just below the coil where the wire passes
through the former and the break had arced, the end
of the coil wire was picked up with a pair of tweezers
and a complete turn of the coil was unwound as there
was not enough left to connect to, this now spare wire
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was passed through the hole and up to the
connecting rivet in the cone to which it was soldered.
Originally, after cleaning the end of the wire I couldn’t
get it to tin and on a closer look the wire wasn’t
copper. Assuming this wire to be some sort of
aluminium alloy and not having facilities to solder this
I soldered a piece of 22swg tinned copper wire into
the rivet and wrapped about four turns of the coil wire
around this and then coated it with electrically
conductive paint, the type used for repairing car
heated rear windscreens, this paint also secured the
wires to the cone. Fla-assembly was easy, I didn’t
need to split the pole pieces so just a good suck with
the Dyson and alignment with the retaining bolts finger
tight, I didn‘t even need to use shims.

The valves were run up on the valve tester before
going back into the set; the rectifier valve had been
loose in its base and someone in the dim and distant
past had repaired it with the old black cloth and tar
insulation tape, they had made such a good job of it
i decided to leave it be as the tape was now quite
hard and firmly adhered to the valve and its base,
and I quite liked the vintage repair.

A final check for HT shorts and then the power was
applied, the dial lamps came on and the HT started to
rise nicely, after a short time a low hiss from the
speaker followed by a loud buzz when the wiper of the
volume control was touched (This is the best bit when
it all comes to life).

Tuning through the band the set seemed quite lively
even with no aerial and no adjustments to any of the
alignment so I tuned into the BBC and listened to the
news while I let the set warm up for ten minutes or so,
then switched off and made a good check around for
any overheating and all was ok.

The IF frequency is 126.5 kc/s with variable
bandwidth selected by the “Fidelity control”,
a combined bandwidth and tone control, switching
in top out tone capacitors when the narrower
bandwidth is selected in positions 2 & 3, it seems
to work quite well, a nice mellow tone in position 3,
normal for a 30’s set in position 2 and quite crisp
in the higher fidelity position 1. Not having the correct
ganged pot in the bass compensation circuit and half
hoping one will turn up eventually, I left it be for now
and will have a play with it later after a full re- ‘



alignment.
The magic eye was very dim and being a major

feature of this set something needed to be done about
it, I didn’t want a blind Cyclops. Finding a TV4 magic
eye was going to be difficult, I rummaged through my
box of magic eyes with no luck. I tried fitting a new
EM4 to see how it liked running on 4v instead of 6.3V
and the under running made it too dim, while thinking
of an easy and inconspicuous way to obtain 6.3V I
tried a few more EM1’s and EM4’s just to test them.
One of them worked quite well, it wasn’t full
brightness but bright enough to be seen to be
working, I then noticed that it wasn’t painted red!
I had identified it by the number being scratched
in the base by its previous owner, when the grime
was removed from the body of this valve I could just
make out TV4, a lucky stroke of mistaken identity.

The set now fully working and ready to go back in
its cabinet, the tuning scale escutcheon had a piece

Top far left: Tuning escutcheon
with piece missing.

Below far left: Tuning
escutcheon new part.

Top left: Tuning escutcheon
repaired.

Below: Glass tuning scale detail.

missing. It didn’t show much until the chassis was
removed, so a new piece was manufactured from a
piece of aluminium angle cut and shaped to size then
sprayed with grey primer followed by a coat of Ford
Roman Bronze, this gave it the right base colour and
texture. This was followed by two very light, almost
transparent coats of Ford Rio Brown and then Rover
Brasilia, this got the colour spot on then this new piece
was fitted in place with a couple of drops of super glue.

The clear lacquer sprayed over the tuning scale glass
years ago had lasted quite well and was still in good
condition, it was only noticeable when the glass was
removed and held up to the light. While writing this
article I had to do this to prove to myself that I had
sprayed the tuning scale in this particular set as it
wasn’t discernible when the set was fully assembled.

At this time I was asked for some info on another
radio I had restored, this required the removal of the
back for a look. This set had also suffered from
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Right: Speaker repair inside.

Far right: Speaker repair
outside.

serious chassis rust and been re-sprayed, this clean
chassis made me very disappointed with the one in
hand and I could not resist doing a much better job.
This required a complete strip-out and re-spray, this
is about the sixth set We processed in this way and
only to sets where a rusty chassis is a real eyesore.

I had to drill out the rivets retaining the valve
holders and terminal panels but the rest of the set
was held together with nuts and bolts, most of the
circuitry was removed in large chunks reducing the
working time and I was glad to have the opportunity
to make a much better job of cleaning the wiring and
other components more thoroughly, the wiring looms
cleaned up very well, restoring the full colour of the
wires and resistor colour code bands and spots.

With all of the components out, the two chassis
were easily de-rusted with a rotary wire brush, primed
and sprayed. The speaker was a bit more of a
problem, the drive assembly was removed but the
cone was firmly attached to the frame so rather than
risk damage, the area behind the cone was filled with
lots of loose tissue paper to avoid getting paint on the
cone and the exposed coil protected with the plastic
cover from the top of the spray paint can, the terminal
panel masked with tape, then sprayed, the inner frame
not being seen left original. .

The drive unit was disassembled and cleaned,
the originally plated parts of the field coil magnetic
circuit were rusty in area’s, this was cleaned but not
primed and only sprayed with just enough aluminium
paint not to make it new and shiny but just bring
back the clean metallic effect. The output
transformer shroud was treated in the same way,
on re-assembly the coil centre pole piece was
centred by wrapping several turns of the right size
wire (approx 18 SWG) around it exactly filling the gap
and was pulled out after the pole pieces were finally
tightened. Re-assembling the rest of the speaker
and alignment of the speech coil was even easier
this now being the second time around.

Pie-assembly of the main chassis and power supply
chassis went very well, after the usual checks the set
worked first time much to my amazement (after
a quick guess-work pass through lF/FiF alignment),
not bad considering the tuning gang, padders and
IF trimmers were all completely stripped for cleaning.
After a more careful full re-alignment for best
performance was achieved I replaced the 50K resistor
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in place of R22 the base compensation gang with
a pot to set a value for best results and found that
reducing its value increased the bass but also reduced
the volume, after much deliberation i decided that the
full value sounded best and the original resistor was
left in its place.

My A097 Cyclops is now as good as new and
sounds very good, a delight to own and operate.

‘The speaker field coils were fitted the wrong way round in the
core assembly, consequently the screw hole at the back is now
opposite the tag strip instead of the same side, as seen on the
before and after photographs 4 and 5. This necessitated fitting
the speaker upside down so the hole lined up with the steady
bar on the power chassis, out of sight I left it be.

Members Ads
Ian Higginbottom is no longer is no longer handling
small advertisements, a task that Guy Peskett is taking
over. We thank lan for all his hard work up to now.

Small advertisements should be e—mailed to
secretary@bvws.org.uk. Faxes, handwritten and
typed ads may be sent to:

Guy Peskett,
13 Warneford Road
Oxford Oxon
OX4 1LT
Tel: 01865 247971 *

Any material supplied may be edited.
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The General
Electric 805A
by Henry Irwin

It was my first visit to a BWVS event. I had flown over
from Northern Ireland, was in the area and then realised
that I might actually be able to visit the the March AGM
& auction at Harpenden, even though initially I wasn’t
sure how far the hall was from my Hotel.

In the event here | now was, a collector mainly of
old transistor radios, trying to take in as much of the
atmosphere as possible and trying to be ruthless
about the number of small radios I could fit into my
limited flight luggage.

I had already picked up a small Bush ‘pocket’ set
that I had been after for some time to complete a
sequence of that marque, when I noticed a very
grubby and slightly tattered transistor portable on the
stand of another trader. Something about it attracted
my attention, it was American, made by General
Electric & I had a dim recollection that the model
came from that period in the 1950’s when circuit
design was still fluid and case styling self consciously
modem. 80, since it was cheap and would be only the
second US radio in my collection, it joined the
toothpaste and the spare socks for the journey home.

Some research subsequently amongst my limited
collection of books and the internet placed the radio in
context and furnished the following information: The
General Electric Company of Utica, New York,
introduced the model 805A in 1959. It was not their
first transistor pocket radio, that honour going to the
model 675 introduced in 1955. The 805A was
reportedly a good seller and was produced through to
the end of 1960 in a variety of colours. At its
introduction the 805 would have been contemporary
with many similar format portables from other US
manufacturers. In this country Perdio had already
introduced the PR1 (the UK’s first pocket set) in 1957
and Pye followed a year later with the 15030.

I suppose we all (this probably more so with
transistor sets) switch on and vainly hope that with a
new battery there will be some sign of life. I was to be
disappointed and my spirits sank. Thoughts of defunct
US transistors with unobtainable type numbers! There
was nothing for it but to open it up, do some tests and
voltage checks. This provided the first surprise, inside
was an original US Eveready, Union Carbide, 9 volt
cell with the sales sticker for $3.70 still on the side!

There is no point doing voltage checks with an
unfamiliar circuit so the first thing was to try and trace
out a diagram (I had no luck in obtaining one) from
first principles. A strong light behind the board,
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Above: The General Electric
805A as it was found.

patience and a notepad came in handy as the
detective work progressed.

Most of the transistors were in little oval cans with
assymetric leadouts first introduced by Texas
Instruments and also used in the UK by Pye. As the
checks continued it became clear that the mixer had
to be an NPN device as indeed was the second IF
amp. This meant 'grown junction’ devices, a type
common in the US from the early through to the mid-
fifties. This was also the construction picked up on
and developed by Sony. Definitely not the type of
thing to be replacing with an 0044!

The story got better (or worse). The first IF
transistor looked different. It was in a round flanged
can, painted bright blue and, unlike the others,
looked pristine. Was it a replacement? Inspection
of the soldered joints revealed not. Its type number
was RS1552, it did not follow the standard 2N series
nomenclature, surely it wasn’t a Radio Spares
component! Better was yet to come.

The circuit revealed that it was a PNP type and that
it operated in grounded base. This was like a trip back
to a textbook of the early nineteen fifties when
designers were trying to coax early junction transistors
to amplify at FIF as this configuration allowed the
highest cut-off frequency and removed the need for
stage neutralisation.

As I attempted to sketch out the circuit, things got
even more puzzling. Why did there appear to be only
three connections into the first IF transformer? Tr 1
collector fed into it and Tr 2 emitter, but the only other
connection seemed to be the collector feed resistor
for Tr 1. Was IFI' 1 just a single tapped inductor? If
so, why did Tr 2 need a separate emitter feed resistor?
There was only one way to be sure; open up the can?

The IF cans are quite large, more a reflection of valve
(tube) practice, but are well made. There is a bottom
dust shield, then a nicely moulded acrylic base which
carries a central paxolin tube with the winding. This sits
inside a large ferrite cup retained in the can top. No,
there were no coupling windings, only a single coil
tapped for the positive feed to the mixer transistor and
coupled into the emitter of the first IF amplifier by a
capacitor formed by evaporating metal on both sides of
the plastic base. The first IF coil is actually a series
tuned filter presumably to match into the very low
impedance of the grounded base IF amplifier.

After this, the remainder of the circuit seemed almost
straightforward. The second IF stage is a grounded

Opposite page: The finished
General Electric 805A.
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The General
Electric 805A
was neither the
prettiest nor the
ugliest set I had
seen, but its
proportions and
size make it seem
slightly dumpy.

emitter with neutralising. After this the signal is diode
detected and fed through a conventional PNP alloy
junction AF amplifier which is AC coupled to a PNP
single ended class ‘A' output, its heatsink connected by
wire braid to the output transformer. What we have here
is a five transistor design where the semiconductors
see-saw alternately between NPN and PNP. l have
drawn the circuit out as per UK practice since following
American convention with its floating rails with this
circuit would only compound the feeling of having
consumed hallucinogenic substances.

So how to get this box of tricks working? There
was a faint click on switching on and voltages
(relative to the correct supply line) at both AF
transistor bases seemed OK. It should therefore be
possible to hear a faint hiss from the output driver
transistor and a slight click on touching its base with
a handheld metal blade. But no! This seemed to
point to the coupling electrolytics, although these
reputedly go leaky which would have put the base
voltages astray. Only one solution - have them out!

These capacitors were in little white ceramic tubes
with resin plugged ends and they were almost totally
open circuit with hardly a drop of capacity. Personally
I’ve yet to come across a capacitor in a transistor
radio that is sufficiently leaky to upset stage voltages.
I replaced these with modern axials and cl icks, noise
and even signals appeared, but all was not well. On
trying to peak the IF cores, the stage broke into
oscillation. However, I had come across this before.
Some designs rely on the electrolytic across the
supply rails having sufficiently low impedance at the IF
frequency to keep stray RF off the supply feed. This is
not best practice but with fresh capacitors you can
often get away without an additional RF decoupling
capacitor. However life is hard, the electrolytic ages
and the impedance at higher frequencies rises. The
result — instability. ,

I therefore decided to replace every electrolytic in
the set. I had heard great things about American
capacitors compared to the dreaded British Hunts
capacitors for instance, but all of these IEI units were
useless. They seemed to have hairline cracks in their
cases and had oozed some of their contents. All the
small value electrolytics were replaced but the large
supply decoupling and output emitter decoupling
capacitors, looked so evocative of their period with
‘lEl Nashville’ emblazoned on the side, that I decided
that I would refill them with smaller modern axials.
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This was a lunatic move, born of reading too many
valve-set restoration articles and I don’t think that I
would do it again! I drilled out the resin and the
contents, taking care not to crack the ceramic tube,
inserted the new capacitors and made little foam
end-plugs to hold back the Araldite that formed the
final seal. One end had a small piece of PVC sleeve
cast in the Araldite to allow the internal capacitor to
vent itself and the positive end was repainted red.

There were still things to be done. I had taken off the
ferrite aerial to make work easier and noticed that old
plastic sleeves on the Ieadout wires, possibly in the
presence of battery fumes were leaching some
substance that was corroding the wires and also the top
of the mixer transistor. I cleaned and resleeved the wires
to the aerial but when I scraped a little of what looked
like rust off the transistor, it left a small pit which was
deeper than I expected. This concerned me as the
corrosion pit might eventually breach the hermetic seal.
So I decided to carefully remove, with a heatsink, both
this and the second IF transistor for de—rusting.

I first wiped in methylated spirit and then removed any
dirt and cleaned any concsion pits with a very sharp
scalpel blade. The tinplate flashing on the steel cases
was already beginning to wear off. I then brushed the
cases with ‘Loctite Rust Remedy’, taking care to avoid
the Ieadouts. When dry, I painted with enamel silver
paint, allowed that to dry, carefully restored the type
numbers with a 0.35mm drafting pen and drafting ink
then finally sprayed the whole thing with clear acrylic
lacquer. It is not quite like the original plated metal but it
looks smart and has hopefully guarded against future
problems. Incidentally British transistors prone to rust
are the old Ediswan “top hat’ types.

The General Electric 805A was neither the prettiest
nor the ugliest set I had seen, but its proportions and
size make it seem slightly dumpy. It follows a classic
layout, established around 1955 for coat-pocket sets. A
horizontal box (180 x 155 x 58mm) with integral handle,
speaker grille at left and an oversize, clear acrylic tuning
dial at right. The dial is reverse—painted in white and
gold. It has raised pips for Civil Defense Station
markings to aid the poorly sighted (or possibly those in
the nuclear fallout shelter when the lights went out‘)

An attempt has been made to render the case along
sculptural lines by the use of front surround to the
speaker and dial. This has a slightly curved outline
and is raised proud of the rest of the case. Into this
the volume control is at right angles to the cabinet



front, it is  deeply recessed. However, the real ‘piece
de resistance' is the speaker grille. On a layer of
perforated rubbery material there is a jazzy pattern of
angular, intersecting lines picked out in gold (crazy
man, crazy! like, dig that modern art!). I have seen
pictures of another 805A and the patterns seem to
differ. Maybe no two are the same!

The case, white polystyrene or ABS plastic was filthy
with scuffs and abrasions. One side had also began to
go cream, possibly from exposure to sunlight. It is often
recommended to use washing-up liquid and a
toothbrush. | find this useless in situations where the dirt
is ingrained into the fine network of scratches. My
standard armoury (I’m sure there are better) is
methylated spirit, a household cleaner (‘Jiff‘ - now called
‘Cif’) and metal polish wadding. Be careful! Test a small
unimportant area first; methylated spirits can dissolve
some early plastics (like the knob surrounds on a Zenith
500). Meths and ‘Cif’ can also remove back-painting
and printing so keep them away from this.

I applied ‘Cif’ neat to areas of the case and then
rinsed it liberally with water. Do not rub it in generally
with a cloth as it is slightly abrasive. The dirt that is
not loosened immediately can be revisited with more
plus a fingernail or stiff brush. Any dulling caused in
these areas can, if wished, be removed with metal
polish wads and a good buff from a clean, fine—cloth

duster. This treatment will also remove stubborn stains
and surface discoloration if it is not too deep.

The grille material was removed by prising it off with
a sharp blade. Only some of the gold lines remained
but they had left faint traces. After cleaning I was able
to use these as a guide to remake the abstract pattern
with a ‘Pilot’ extra-fine gold marker pen and a small
straight edge. This took 5 or 6 sessions, with a half
hour between each so that the straight edge didn’t
smudge any wet lines. When dry, it was given a spray
coat of clear acrylic laqoeur and re-stuck with
non-solvent glue.

The die! had suffered some fine stress cracks
radiating out from the boss. To stop these progressing
with use i placed a fine hole at the end of each crack
carefully with a sharp pointed scalpel and handle by
rotating back and forward. Do not rush this. i then
dripped superglue from a pinhead onto them. Some
chipped plastic around the centre hole was picked out
with the scalpel and filled with superglue. Surface marks
were treated with metal polish and carefully buffed off
with a cloth duster. A fibre washer was placed under the
screw—boss to reduce further compression.

Finally the brass handle links and dial boss had the old
lacquer removed and were polished and resprayed with
acrylic. The one thing I didn’t attempt was the lettering!

So how did the set perform when reassembled and
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Top Left: The main assemblies
out of the case.

Top Right: A close up of the
refilled capacitor and a
rehabilitated transistor.



Sound quality isn’t
bad for a class A .
output with
probably only a
few tens of
milliwatts out but
distortion is never
far below the
surface and
appears when the
volume is
advanced. Current
drain is just over
20mA and unlike a
class B output, it
doesn’t vary much.

realigned? Firstly it is quite sensitive for what it is.
More so than my Zenith 500D, RF stage and all.
Perhaps this is not so unusual considering the aerial
winding is in direct contact with the ferrite rod and
spread along most of its length. This is an old ploy
from the days when transistors had limited gain
available. To be fair the Zenith does have a smaller
aerial. My standard test is whether I can listen to the
1.2kW Radio Merseyside, 180 miles away from here in
Northern Ireland. With the 805A and volume at full i
can hear it. AGC action is weak, with relatively low lF
gain available, less than the Zenith, but there is better
signal-to—noise ratio. Selectivity is poor for a superhet
with a strong station detectable some 30 kHz from its
centre frequency.

Sound quality isn’t bad for a class A output with
probably only a few tens of milliwatts out but distortion is
never far below the surface and appears when the
volume is advanced. Current drain is just over 20mA and
unlike a class 8 output, it doesn’t vary much.

It has been very instructive to see how this eclectic
mix of circuit techniques and devices has performed.
The 805A is representative of a class of radio that was
common for a brief few years, five transistors instead
of 6 or 7 at a time when transistors were still

expensive and difficult to match for push-pull output
stages. It has also been interesting to gauge the
performance of grown junction RF transistors
compared to the alloy type that we are more used to.

There are also still some questions: Why was a PNP
alloy transistor used in grounded base in the first IF
stage at this time of improving transistor
performance? Did it still give lower noise? Finally, why
did General Electric, a major player in semiconductor
development, use (as far as I can tell) none of their
devices in this radio?2 It may be that these transistors
were available cheaply to them from other sources for
a mass-market product such as the 805A.

Appendix
1: The reference to fallout shelters is not so fanciful. Remember
that this radio is a child of the ‘cold war’. The following is from a
1958 advertisement for another radio manufacturer: ‘A battery
operated portable is as necessary in your home as a flashlight in
case of power failure caused by an air raid’(l)
2: American transistor sets of this period have a six figure code
in addition to the type number. The first three numbers give the
manufacturer, while the fourth indicates the year and the fifth and
sixth the week of production. Applying this to the 805A indicates
devices supplied by Sylvania, RCA and Tung. Sol. (Who?) it also
indicates that they were produmd during 1959, showing that the
model had several years of production.

Rusty Razorblade and
Pencil-Lead Radio Receivers.......

Further to my Coke and Coal Wireless Receiver
article (BVWS Bulletin Vol.28, No.2 Summer 2003).
How many BVWS members know about the Rusty
Razorblade Radio Receiver? It has to be rusty,
a clean, new razorblade will not work.

How did crystal radios come about?
At the turn of the 20th Century, an American scientist,
Greenleaf Whittier Pickard (born Feb 14 1877, died
Jan 8 1956) discovered that a number of naturally
occuring crystalline minerals (I know of 18) could be
used to detect radio signals. The detection occurs at
the contact point between one of these crystals and
the tip of a piece of wire. Radios employing this kind
of detector became known as crystal radios. in the
typical early radio-wave crystal detector, the crystal
was fixed into a brass cup and the radio operator
found the loudest signal by touching the wire, called
a cat’s whisker to various points on the surface of
the crystal.

Razorblade Crystal Wireless Receiver
A perfectly workable crystal radio detector could be
constructed from an inexpensive piece of galena crystal
and the wire from a safety pin, and such homemade
crystal sets brought endless hours of listening
enjoyment to the children of the Great Depression. After
this detector was connected to iron bedsprings (which ‘
doubled as an aerial) and earthed to household cold-
water pipes, a youngster only needed inexpensive
headphones to bring in the world of radio - all the
power needed to run the crystal set came from ‘the air’.
Later Gls of World War ll constructed similar radios
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from rusty razorblades and pencil lead, the iron oxide
crystals of the rust repacing the galena crystal and the
graphite of the pencil lead substituting for the safety-pin
‘wire’. These crystal radios were known as ‘foxhole
radios’, details of which were supplied to me by Dr
Colin Sumner of the Medway Amateur Receiving and
Transmitting Society.

Over the years, fascination with crystal radio
building has never died, the technical achievements of
modern communications media has not diminished
the enchanting simplicity of the crystal radio in its
demonstration of the wonder that radio really is.



You Can’t Get It
Right Every Time!
The story of the
Jonell radio........
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First of all, let me introduce myself. I have been a
BVWS member for a few years and consistently marvel
at the awesome technical knowledge displayed in
articles featured in this magazine. I can just about
change a plug or a valve, but not much else, so I take
my hat off to all of you. To my credit, however, I have
plenty of enthusiasm and a willingness to learn. My wife
and I collect all sorts of things, from old motorcars and
farm machinery through to gramophones, Art Deco
china and of course, the odd wireless set. After many
years of broken promises to ourselves, we are finally
getting round to converting a rather nice old building,
which was once the stable block for our house, into a
home for our collection. it we want to sound grand, we
call it our private museum, although that is stretching
the tmth a wee bit! Our house is right on the coast of
The Moray Firth, three miles from Banff in the far
Northeast of Scotland. Apart from the odd oilrig, there
is just water between us and Norway. Once a year, we
come down to England for a short holiday and combine
in a visit to the NEC, or such like. Mike Barker generally
ribs us gently for living “on a rock in the North Sea
surrounded by old radios”. He doesn't know the half of
it! These events are a godsend to me, however, as I
have made many useful contacts, and picked many
brains, among the traders that we meet. Living in rural
Scotland has the advantage that locally, everyone
knows everyone. We have been gifted quite a few nice
pieces in this way.

I have looked many times at the plea for magazine
articles. This is my best effort, for which I apologise in
advance to those of you expecting the usual depth of

technical precision.
During the 19803 I worked for the John Lewis

Partnership. They are one of those companies who
keep a low profile, and as a result, are much larger and
more important in British retailing than many people
realise. More than fifty years ago the J.L.P. department
stores, many of which didn’t bear the ‘John Lewis”
name, were gearing up for a predicted furnishing boom.
The 19503 were in sight and retailers couldn’t wait to
see the austerity of the 1940s come to an end. Some
years ago I came across a radio from this era with the
John Lewis ‘Jonell’ brand name on its dial. It intrigued
me, as I had never heard of the company having made
such a product. I knew my way round the business
quite well, and managed to get the Company Archivist
interested. She did some superb research, delving into
old records, and turned up a few long forgotten facts.
Her work formed the basis of a piece in the company’s
in-house magazine, some of which I have used again
below. The radio hadn’t been one of the company’s
successes and to me, this makes its story more
interesting. The John Lewis Partnership is still justly
regarded as getting most of its business decisions right.
Here is an exception!

At the end of the 19403 the market for radios was
judged to be growing rapidly. The J.L.P. directors found
that their stores were taking a pretty poor market share
of these sales. The main reason for this uncharacter—
istically poor performance was thought to be the lack
of credit facilities available in radio departments. As
a result of urgent requests from the company’s Buyers,
whose job it was to keep an eye on market trends, an
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The radio hadn’t
been one of the
company’s
successes and to
me, this makes it’s
story more
interesting. The John
Lewis Partnership is
still justly regarded
as getting most of its
business decisions
right. Here is an
exception!



The Jonell table
radio went on sale
for twelve guineas.
It had a five-valve
superhet circuit,
three wave bands
and a four-point
tone control. The
somewhat square
cabinet was
Walnut finished
and measured
nineteen inches
wide, twelve high
and nine deep. To
be honest, I think
it is pretty ugly.

The John Lewis
Partnership never
ventured into
commissioning an
own-label radio
again. It did,
however, introduce
a Jonell amplifier to
fairly good reviews
in 1952, and
tentatively tried
radiograms again in
the late 19505.

excellent hire-purchase offer, with a twenty-four month
repayment period, was introduced
in February 1949. Sales grew immediately; so much so,
that an own-label ‘Jonell’ radio was introduced in June
1949. As a rule, an own~label product will carry a
healthy mark-up, a keen price having been negotiated
with the manufacturer, and makes price comparisons
between rival stores more difficult. The disadvantage is
that the retailer will generally have to commit to taking
a sizeable number of units and can’t benefit from brand
advertising by the manufacturer. A skilful retailer must
judge the product image too. How many people would
buy a luxury £50,000 motorcar with a budget label on
it? Hence Toyota creating Lexus. By contrast, a cheap
ballpoint pen could become upmarket with the
‘Harrods’ brand on it. A classic example is the Austin
3-Litre that lurks in our collection. Not that bad a car,
but a sales disaster. If, as BMC first intended, they had
brought it out with Vanden Plas badging, it may well
have sold a bit better, bearing in mind it was priced
against the Jaguar XJ6.

To digress even further, a failing of mine, those of you
who shop in J.L.P. stores today may note that the own—
label is now spelled ‘Jonelle’. The extra ‘e’ was
introduced in 1956 to make the ranges of ladies
clothes, etc., sound more feminine!

The Jonell table radio went on sale for twelve
guineas. It had a five-valve superhet circuit, three wave
bands and a four-point tone control. The somewhat
square cabinet was Walnut finished and measured
nineteen inches wide, twelve high and nine deep. To
be honest, I think it is pretty ugly. Some guarantee
problems were experienced with noisy control knobs,
and the design was criticised as being unadventurous.
Sales were good, however, with one hundred‘sets per
week being sold between September and December
1949. A slightly improved version was produced almost
at once, together with two models of radiograms.

Production and development was the responsibility
of a Mr. Carter. If this was who I think it may have been,
he later rose to great heights developing the company’s
‘Waitrose’ food stores.

At just this time the economic situation in the country
declined. The price of the improved model was fixed
at thirteen guineas, while remaining stocks of the
original model were reduced to ‘eleven pounds,
nineteen and six’ each to clear them. Unfortunately the
repayment period for hire-purchase packages was also
reduced, to twelve months. At a stroke, sales almost
dried up. By the start of 1951 sales had dropped to just
ten sets per week, company wide. The Principal
Director of Buying, Mr. B.F‘. Wyllie, still believed the sets
to be “outstanding value”, but couldn’t ignore the
figures. He decided to delete the range. Why the
reintroduction of the two-year credit period was not
tried remains a mystery. It would seem that only one
batch of each model was ever ordered from the
manufacturer. I have not been able to establish the size
of the batches, but would take a guess at about two
thousand units each.

Once a line has been deleted steps are taken to
dispose of remaining stock quickly. Prices were
reduced. Sales assistants were offered a spiff (reward)
of two shillings and Sixpence for each sale they made.
Interestingly, this practice would be greatly frowned
upon by J.L.P. senior management today. Analysis
showed that radio sales had been particularly good in
two stores: George Henry Lee in Liverpool and Cole
Brothers in Sheffield. Local advertising was undertaken
to maximise sales. The example shown is recorded as
being from ‘The Star’ of 12th October 1951. Quite
clearly, this advert shows a 24 month payment scheme
offered again. A bit of desperation perhaps? In the run-
up to Christmas 1951 only seventy sets remained
unsold, and it was expected that these would not linger
too long.

The John Lewis Partnership never ventured into
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commissioning an own-label radio again. It did,
however, introduce a Jonell amplifier to fairly good
reviews in 1952, and tentatively tried radiograms again
in the late 19503.

l have not been able to establish which model my
radio is. I think I can see a slight difference in the shape
of the feet, between it and the thirteen-guinea model in
the 1951 advert. This may point to mine being from the
first batch. When I got my example it was in terrible
condition. It was covered with dirt, the plywood case
was in delaminated pieces and the back panel was
missing. It came as one of a small lot of dilapidated
sets that my father-in—law had obtained for me to use
for spare parts. I didn’t give it much thought until weeks
later when I spotted the Jonell logo on the dial, under
the dust. A good clean and a proper look-over showed
that, back panel apart, it seemed complete.
Surprisingly, with a new mains plug fitted, the set
worked perfectly. The plywood cabinet was a real
mess. I am better at metalwork than woodwork, but I
did my best, and the set is now just about presentable;
well, from a distance, at least!

Despite the Company Archivist’s efforts, and I know
she received help from a radio collector (perhaps a



BVWS member?) we were never able to confirm
the manufacturer’s name. From a business point of
view the feeling was that a small manufacturer was
more likely than one of the big boys. She
established that J.L.P. had contact with ‘Ace
Radios’ and they were suggested as a good
candidate. The Ace A50 of 1945 (see Trader Sheet
No.79?) certainly has many similarities. The
chassis seems almost identical, although several
of the components, and their layout, are different.
There are plenty of spare holes, etc., in the Jonell
chassis, indicating that it was not purpose built. All
but one of my radio’s valves are ‘Brimar’ brand
and the six and a half inch speaker is marked
Fl&A, Wolverhampton, model 865p. Here is a
comparison of the valves listed for the A50 with
those in my Jonell:

ACE A50 JONELL
V1 6KBG 6KBGT
V2 6K7G 6U7G
V3 6076 Osram DH53
V4 6V6G 6VSGT/G
V5 524G 6XSGT

l have never seen an Ace A50. Were they
common? We do have an A50 in our collection,
but it is a 1955 Austin motorcar; not quite the
same thing! .

On balance, I think my radio probably was
made by Ace. They may well have seen the Jonell
order as a good way of selling a design that was
already five years old. The cabinet lacks curves,
or anything else that would have been difficult
to make, and no doubt required only basic tooling.

I know my example is not the only survivor as
I saw one advertised just recently on ‘e-Bay’. Did
any of you buy it? If you own a piece of Jonell
audio equipment, can add to my story, or can
confirm any of the facts, I would be delighted
to hear from you.

Duncan Leece tel. (01261.) 861839

Building Archaic
Radio Replicas
By Phil Rosen

The building up of a collection of
vintage radios from the 1930’s and
40’s can be carried out without too
violent a strain on the bank balance
(certain cult bakelite types excepted).
However, moving further back into
the 1920’s can prove a nasty shock!
Early Gecophone, BTH and Marconi
models spiral up towards or even
beyond the four-figure mark.

As a senior citizen of limited means I decided that the
only way I could include representative samples from
this interesting period was to build my own versions of
such models, keeping as close to the original types of
component and construction as practical.

Here are some tips and guidance for those who
might like to go down the same path:

1 Cabinet
Empty cabinets from classic 1920's sets appear quite
often at antique fairs and the like. Commonly, the
vendor does not even know that it is a radio cabinet
but puts it down as a trinket box or sewing case. Prices
are usually quite moderate. lf lucky, the original
company logo or even BBC logo may still be present.

2 Panel
Most 1920’s sets were built using an ebonite panel to
mount the controls and components. Ebonite sheet is
still obtainable with difficulty. My own preferred solution
is to use modern black thermo-plastic material from
a suitable local supplier. The material I use is tough,
flexible, easily drilled and cut. It comes in 5mm sheet
which is about the same thickness as the old
commonly used ebonite. The material as purchased has
a satin finish. I rub the surface with very fine steel wool
to dull the surface. If done well, this operation leaves
the surface looking indistinguishable from ebonite.
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3 Circuits
The multi-electrode valve did not appear en-masse until
near the end of the 1920’s. I therefore stick to B4 base
triode valve TRF circuits for battery operation. For one,
two or three valve circuits I build, detectector, det + LF
or det + LF + output valve arrangements. Reaction is
essential for reasonable sensitivity and selectivity. I use
an interactive coupling transformer between LF stages
or, where there are two such stages, the first is RIC
coupled, the second transformer coupled. Filament
rheostats are fitted as would have been necessary for
the bright emitter valves of the time. The only
concession to 21 st Century construction is the fittlng of
automatic grid bias to avoid the complication of a

its periphery would be rotated against a fixed mark on
the panel. I noted the correct positions to locate wanted
stations on a pad for future reference.

d: Resistors: use metal-ended clip-in resistors in a
suitable holder. If you cannot get the value you want,
cheat by putting a modern small resistor inside the
old one.

e: Capacitors: use the bolt-down bakelite-cased mica
types for low values up to around 0.001 mf. For higher
values, original paper types will almost certainly be
found unusable. Heat up gently in an oven, remove the
old capacitor innards and fit a modern plastic film type

From left to right:

Efescaphone Rodney c1923.

Two valve design mounted in
old meter case.

Three valve design mounted in
an old Marconi speaker cabinet.

separate grid bias battery. The requisite resistor and
electrolytic are hidden inside an old bakelite capacitor
housing. A typical simple circuit arrangement is
illustrated within this article.

4 Components
I feel it is important not to spoil the effect by use of
components of a later period. Genuine 1920’s
components can still be obtained at swapmeets and
auction houses. Building up a stock of these bits and
pieces need not be overly expensive.

a: Valve bases: If possible, get the separate stemmed
type which are screwed individually onto the panel.

- Complete plastic 4-pin bases did not come into general
use until late in the 1920’s.

b: Coils: If possible, use 2 pin plug-in coils in a suitable
holder. A pair of such coils in a swinging arm
arrangement can be used to give variable reaction.
Otherwise, wind your own coils on (say) a tiolet roll
former and paint the complete job matt black.

0: Variable capacitors (or condensers as they were then
known); the earliest type had semi-circular vanes,
shaped vanes came in later. Modern variable capacitors
are far smaller physically than 1920’s types, so be sure
you use a nice big chunky one. Tuning dials with or
without station names were a later development. In the
1920s, the tuning knob, marked with numbers around
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in its place inside the bakelite casing. No one will ever
know the difference!

f: Terminals; only brass types are permissible. Plastic
' headed terminals came in far later. Badly corroded
brass terminals may be partially cleaned up by rotating
in a hand brace against a Brillo pad.

9: lntervalve transformers; be warned; many of such
components offered for sale have at least one winding
o/c. Always check continuity before purchase.

h: Valves; the earliest 19208 sets would have been
fitted with bright emitter valves. Such items, where still
available, are very pricey and have a limited service life.
Dull emitter valves came on the scene quite soon and
so are legitimate replacements for a replica radio.
These are readily available at a reasonable price at
most swapmeets. Although there are a great number
of such valve types I have found that the best way of
choosing the right valve for a given position in a set is
simply to try each in turn in each position and go for
the best overall results.

i: Knobs; hunt around in the boxes of bits and pieces
at swapmeets for the right kind of knobs. These are
usually of black ebonite. Large shallow knobs marked
around periphery 0-180 are used for tuning and
reaction, smaller knobs with milled edges for filament
controls.



5 Wirings
The fashion of the day was to use thick single strand
copper wire with a multitude of rigid right angles
rather than strict point-to-point connection. The
sets would have worked perfectly well with flexible
multi-strand wiring but that was a much later
development. Soldering tags were not available
at first so it is preferable to solder the wires directly
onto the stems of terminals etc.

6 Markings
- For best results, take the panel to your local sports

trophy engraver and get him to mark in such legends
as ‘Tuning’, ‘HT', ‘LT’ etc. Failing this, however,
almost as good results are possible using white
Letraset. Use the smallest type size. Spray with hair
spray to seal against accidental damage. Lightly
rubbing over with a dirty finger will help dull the
startling white of the lettering.

7 Operation of a complete set
One can use either a mains power pack giving
about 90 volts HT and 2 volts LT or else work
entirely off batteries using an electronic inverter to
provide the 90 volts from a low voltage source. A
three valve circuit fed from an aerial of reasonable
length will give surprisingly loud results on either a
modern loudspeaker or preferably, an appropriate
horn loudspeaker of the period. Careful twiddling of
the reaction control will usually bring in several
foreign stations, especially at night.

Two-valve circuits need more critical adjustment
and volume level is much lower. For single valve
circuits high impedance headphones are required.

I have half a dozen of such home-built 19203
replicas amongst my Iargish collection of vintage
radios. They would not fool an expert for one
moment but they do give a good indication of the
appearance and performance of sets from this early
period. Do not expect them to have much in the way
of a resale value. Having tried to sell some of these

Top: Interior view of three valve
design mounted in an old

replicas at radio fairs, | find that the best prices ‘ Marconi speaker cabinet.
obtained barely cover for the cost of construction — ,
let alone the many hours put in. Nevertheless, 19203 Below: Typical circuit of 3valve
replicas are great for your own private collection or 19203 "design-
for exhibition. I always find that they give many
hours of enjoyment in construction and in
improvising the bits and pieces.
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EkCO PT3 7 8 M...
This is a classic transistor radio design! It is a six transistor
circuit having MW and LW bands. it was made in 1961, at
a time when manufacturers were still applying some
imagination and styling to transistor sets rather than
shoving them in uniform rectangular plastic boxes! The
PT378 case is vinyl covered plywood, and is quite solidly
constructed. There were in fact several related models,
including the PT208 which, as its name suggests, had MW
and bandspread Luxembourg bands. Similar models were
branded Ferranti, lnvicta and Pye.

x “3:35 i. ‘
5 I r r" "3" ' 3‘: m:
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I purchased two for £5 at the Spring 2000 Shifnal
Radiophile swapmeet, from Steve Harris (On the Air).
They were sold as-is, one was missing the tuning knob,
and both were fairly tatty. The aim was to get one good
set out of the two.

From a quick internal inspection It appeared that the
one with the missing knob and worse case actually had
the better innards. The set with outwardly good
appearance had a cracked PCB and a broken
waveband switch.

Repairs
Dismantling these sets is quite tricky. The back can be
removed easily enough, because this has to be
removed to replace the battery (a PP7). Remove the
two screws holding the waveband switch and volume
control trim; this also removes the switch actuator.
Remove the screw holding the battery lead retaining
P-clip. Then remove the tuning control. The outer knob
is retained with a special screw, which can be released
with a pair of fine pointed nose pliers. The inner knob
then pulls off — once the flats on the shafts are aligned.
One inner knob broke during this operation, but the
other one came off easily.

According to the Trader sheet (number 1546) there
are two variants of this set, one using Mullard
transistors and the other using Newmarket devices.
There are various component value and minor circuit
changes between the two. The PCBs are slightly
different too.

One of the sets (the one with the cracked PCB) was
a mix of the two! The RF and IF transistors were
Newmarket types and the detector diode, driver and '
output transistors were Mullard. The PCB was for the
Newmarket version and the component values (even
those in the output stage) were the Newmarket ones.

The other set (the one with the good PCB) was
different again. This used different Newmarket
transistors, and had a few circuit differences. After
some investigation I discovered that it was the PT378/1
version, which includes a reflex lF stage. This means
that the same transistor amplifies both 1F and audio.

I removed both PCBs completely, so that they could
be tested on the bench without the cabinet getting in
the way. I used a regulated 9V power supply in place
of the battery, and a test loudspeaker. ‘

I started by checking the cracked PCB (PT378).
Surprisingly it worked, but the broken waveband switch
needed some fiddling to get it to connect. On local
stations the reception and sound quality was good, but
on anything more distant the set struggled to receive
anything worthwhile. Some trimming of the IF cans
bought about some improvement, and the set then
worked about as well as can be expected from a 6-
transistor set (which is the transistor equivalent of a valve
short-superhet). If I were to use this PCB I would need
to do something about the waveband switch, which
could be difficult.

So l tried the other set (PT378/1). Nothing. lt popped
when switched on, and the emitter resistor for the
output transistors was dropping a few tens of millivolts
so I assumed the output stage was OK. But a
screwdriver on the wiper of the volume control did not
produce any buzzing. A few voltage checks proved that
the driver stage was not working, and a few resistance
checks suggested that the resistors in the area were
probably OK. I removed the transistor for testing. I have
a transistor tester that makes quick work of this job, but
in this case a meter would have been sufficient to show
a near-short between base and collector.

I didn’t have a Newmarket NKT274, so I fitted a
Mullard 0081 D, which is the device fitted in this
position in the Mullard transistor version of the PT378.
The resistors in this area of the set are the same in both
versions. The set then worked, but the performance
was worse than the other one! The broken ferrite rod
would account for some of this, but the set was also
prone to whistles and instability. Normally I would not
bother to pursue this any further if I already have a
better working chassis. But in this case I was interested
to see what effect the reflex IF stage and the improved
output stage would actually have.

I glued the broken sections of the ferrite rod with
Super Glue. Another look at the waveband showed that
l was actually receiving MW stations with it set to LW!!
When switched to MW it received nothing. As I was
staring at the PCB and wondering where to start, I
noticed that the MW winding on the ferrite rod was
broken on two adjacent turns near the middle. I
carefully removed the broken turns and unwound half
a turn from each good end. I then twisted these
together, soldered them (the insulation melts away
when heated with a soldering iron) and applied a drop
of superglue to secure the joint.

The set then worked well on MW. In fact it worked
rather too well! Even with the volume at minimum a
local station would break through. This is partly a result
of the single transistor stage acting as IF amplifier
(before the volume control) and AF amplifier (after the
volume control). With a strong signal and the loading of
the detector diode on the stage some breakthrough is
probably inevitable. The set was also slightly prone to

continued on page 37



Television
Graphics of the
405-line era
photographs by Ian Liston-Smith

These are all foreign captions taken for BBC
Monitoring in the late 19505 to early 19603. Seeing
these gives us a chance to understand how the
process of station recognition was accomplished.
It is notable that some of the stations were
represented only by a graphic as a picture had not
been obtained. Do they strike any memories for any
readers? (assuming you had access to UHF!)
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The Darlington 2.............

One Sunday afternoon in early .July I
had a visit from a very charming
young lady and her partner. She had
been referred to me by someone'else
in the BVWS because she wanted to
find out more about a radio that she
spotted in an advert in the Sunday
Express for 18th September 1932.
The relevant adverts had been found
among her grandfather’s papers that
had come to light after his death
some years ago. The grandfather
was \/.A. Darlington. The small table
radiogram kit was called the Sunday
Express SG Table Radiogram
designed by \/.A. Darlington.

The young lady wanted to know if I had any information
on the set. We went up into the archives and search
through all the magazines of that period, I found
nothing. I did however suggest that the grandfather
might have been the man that gave his name to the
Darlington pair, a transistor circuit of the late fifties, this
she couldn’t confirm! The lady seemed a bit
disappointed. To cheer her up I said “Never mind, I will
make you one”, she left me all the newspaper cuttings.

The advert had quite a good photograph of the set
but no dimensions or diagrams; I looked at the advert
for some time. I remembered seeing a knob that
matched the one on the front of the set, I went to the
main stores and soon found the knob. The knob was
made by Bulgin and is very common for that period.

Several years ago at Harpenden I heard someone
say “Give Gerry the knob of an old radio and he will
make a set around it". I do hope that was a
compliment! However, here was a chance to prove it.

In Blackheath there is a very fine school called Saint
Ursula’s. They seem to like sending their pupils here
on work experience. On the Monday morning after the
Darlington visit Mary arrived. She settled in very
quickly and after a couple of days cataloguing sets
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Several years
ago at Harpenden
I heard someone
say “Give Gerry
the knob of an
old radio and he
will make a set
around it”. I do
hope that was
a compliment!



and helping me to put records onto tape ready for
music night, I thought that I would put her to the test, I
knew that she was very bright.

I settled her down in the Aycliffe room with a large
sheet of paper, all the drawing instruments I could find
plus the newspaper advert and the knob. I told her
what I intended to do, it would need every possible
dimension, I then left her alone until dinner time. When
I came back she had worked out all the possible
dimensions. She had worked out and drawn a useable
plan for me to make the cabinet from. Using her plan I
cut a plywood blank for the front. I gave her the front
to work on. Mary marked out the cut-outs for the
speaker opening and the dial escutcheon plus the
holes for the control knobs. She also marked out the
grooves and castellations that helped to give the set a
sort of high church appearance. Come to think of it, it

does look a bit like the front of the lectern at our local
church. By the following day I had made the complete
case. All I had to do now was to make the chassis and
find a suitable motor and pick-up.

Making the chassis is no problem here as I have
been making them for sixty years. There is also no
shortgages of parts as the stores are full of 1932
components, I also found the correct BTH pickup and
motor as suggested in the advert. Geoff Patrick came
in and polished the cabinet and gave Mary some
lessons on French polishing.

The whole set came together as planned and
worked very well. In fact it was finished in time for our
music night and l was able to show it off to lots of
BVWS members. All that remains is for me to try and
remember how I can contact the Darlington lady so
that she can take delivery of it.

Ekco PT378 continued from page 29

instability and whistles. The PT378/1 service
data shows an optional resistor in parallel with
the primary of the second lF transformer, but
none was fitted in my set, although the holes
existed in the PCB. The parts list data states
that an 8K2 resistor may be fitted in this
position in some sets, if instability is a
problem. I tried an 8K2 resistor, which bought
about some improvement. I then tried 4K7,
which was much better. The instability was
gone, the gain (aithough still high) seemed
more controlled, and the sound quality was
improved. I found an appropriate vintage 4K7
resistor and fitted it properly to the PCB.

The only problem remaining was the lack of
LW. I checked the continuity of the aerial coil
and the waveband switch, but all was OK.

difficult to get working properly.

rather than the standard one. The

stripped for spares.
Since the set was receiving MW stations
faintly on LW, I thought the problem was likely
to be due to the local oscillator continuing to
run at MW frequencies when on LW. My test
meter has a frequency range, so I connected
this to the collector of the mixer-oscillator
transistor. I noted the reading on MW (about
1.4MHz) then switched to LW. It scarcely
changed, confirming my suspicion. When the
set is switched to LW and additional fixed
capacitor (200pF) an small variable capacitor
are connected in parallel with the tuning and
other capacitors to drop the frequency. But in
my set the connection between these
components and the ground tag on the tuning
capacitor was broken. With this resoldered the
set worked fine on all wavebands.

Cabinet Repairs

The circuit uses six transistors’in a
configuration that is intended to give the
performance of a seven-transistor circuit. lt
nearly succeeds, but not quite. Presumably
transistors were expensive in the early 60s,
otherwise there is no reason to not use a
seventh transistor to do the job properly. I
have not seen this configuration in other sets,
so I assume it was not that successful, or was

In any event I decided to use this PCB.

performance was better, and the waveband
switch worked properly. The other one will be
kept (together with the other bits of the
second set) and either used in another set or

With a working PCB, I now needed to sort out
the best cabinet. I connected the PCB to the
speaker in that cabinet, and found it was
faulty. The speaker from the other set was OK,

so I decided to use that one. The reason for
the problem with the first speaker was that the
voice coil was jammed. The cause was
obvious enough - the centre screw was loose
and the magnet had moved. It’s quite tricky
trying to re-centre it though — and since I
didn't need it right away, I just labelled it and
put it away to fix if I need it for another job.

I then dismantled the better cabinet as far
as possible. The handle and all the brass trim
could be removed easily from inside the

cabinet. The first job was to remove the dirt
and grime from the cabinet and removed trim,
which was easily achieved using foam
cleanser. The cabinet had suffered some
minor damage in the back corner where the
battery lives. The plies of the plywood had
come apart, and a small amount was missing.
Although this was not visible from outside, I
repaired it with wood glue and wood filler.

The brass trim was rather dull and
tarnished, and l was undecided whether to
polish it or leave it as it was. The domestic
half of the household said that it must be
polished if it was to go on display elsewhere
in the house - so that was the decision made!

Often the brass trim on vintage sets is
protected with a thin lacquer, but there did not
appear to be any such protection on this set.
Maybe the manufacturers could not justify the
expense in the 605. l polished the brass with
some Brasso and fine wire wool. It came up
very nicely, and with not a great deal of effort!
The cabinet itself was polished with a normal
household spray polish, before the handle and
trim were refitted. The speaker and PCB were
then refitted, and the set reassembled.

Because the required PP7 batteries are
difficult to obtain, l fitted a holder that takes 6
AA cells. This holder fits comfortably in the
position originally intended for the PP? if some
extra foam rubber is added, and allows the set
to be used with readily available batteries.
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Saving a Bush DACQOAW.........-S....
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The Bush DACQOA, along with its predecessor the DACQO, is probably the
most recognisable of any vintage radio. Its collectability is perhaps due to
the bakelite case (a popular material for many ‘collectables’), relatively small
size, straightforward circuit and solid construction. And possibly above all,
the sheer number of these sets that were produced makes the DACQOA
still easily available.

The set’s circuit was ‘honed down’ by Bush to
minimum complexity consistent with satisfactory
performance and unlike its predecessor, doesn’t
suffer the ill effects of overheating. After the model’s
launch in 1950 there appear to have been only a few
minor circuit modifications.

I saw the sad remains of the set in question at
an amateur radio rally in the summer of 2002.
it was trapped between boxes of valves and
computer boards. The glass markings on the dial
were badly damaged, but all the knobs were present
and un-chipped (they often show the signs of
attempted removal with the leverage of a
screwdriverl), the back was in good condition, and
although the case was very grubby, it had no damage.

The sticker had the asking price of £25...
“How many DACQOA radios do I need?” I thought as

I strolled past. i already had three restored examples
and bits of at least two others, surely that’s enough — so
I walked on. But years previously this model was the
first vintage radio I ever bought - £5 in 1986 - and
perhaps in common with many of us, I hold a special
affection for the first set I restored.

As I walked round the other stalls, I decided that if it
was still there before i left, l ‘d buy it. As luck would
have it, it was. The stall-holder was starting to pack
up and we negotiated the very good price of £15.

When I arrived home I just shoved it in the loft with
all my other junk to look at another time. Well, recently
that time came.
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TopzThe view when first
exposing the chassis.

Above: Reassembly started.
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When the chassis was removed it was in a
‘challenging’ state - something many of us will be
familiar with, no doubt. It had years of undisturbed
dust, the sticky residue of a smoky atmosphere was
evident, it was missing the mains dropper, had a
smashed mains connector and in a really gooey mess
underneath. It looked as if it had been stored for years
in a very damp environment. Radical action was called
for and a complete disassembly was started with
a view to totally re-building with mostly new parts.

Yes, i know this radical action is often frowned
upon, particularly when applied to very old and rare
or collectable sets (for which I wouldn’t necessarily
suggest this method anyway), as it strips out its
history and some might also say its character. Such
an uncompromising approach makes it impossible for
future collectors to glean any knowledge regarding the
type or quality of its original assembly and components.
(I have already described my reasoning behind this
occasionally necessary tactic in BVWS Bulletin volume
25, number 4 with a Murphy A90.) Nevertheless, the
DACQOA radio is a common and unexceptional model
and this course of action will get the set working as well
as the designers intended. And given the radio‘s state,
there was no other sensible option.
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With all the components removed from the tag
strips, metal dial support, tuning mechanism and valve
holders removed, a thorough cleaning was started.

Last year I invested in a small ultrasonic bath.
These are fantastic things for getting hardened grease
and grime out of small metal parts, particularly the
tuning capacitor. The baths won‘t normally remove
tarnish unless special solvents are used, but the old
Brillo Pad technique will see to this on the larger parts,
although care is needed not to remove any plating.

I always remove the electrolytic and wax paper
capacitors as a matter of course, but the wax covered
mica capacitors are usually perfectly usable.
Unfortunately in this case even these were cracked
and in a poor condition. The only slight diffict
here is that some of these are non~standard values, so
parallelling two to get the right value would be required.

In the past I've found that a set in this state is also
likely to have resistors that although they might give
the correct value when measured, are actually quite
noisy when the set has warmed up. These faults can
take some time to locate, so in these complete rebuild
jobs I even replace the resistors with modern ones —
why spoil the ship for a ha'porth of tar?

The paxolin tag strips were also cleaned and left to



dry thoroughly and I thought it prudent to then apply a
coating of anti-corona aerosol. This is a bit of overkill,
but will seal the paxolin preventing it from ever
absorbing moisture again. Damp penetration can
eventually lead to HT leaking across the solder tags
leading to all sorts of faults. Not a common condition
in my experience, but I have encountered it.

The IF coils and capacitors were clean and in a
quite satisfactory state so they escaped my zealous
attention. But to remove the inductor/capacitor
assembly from their cans to check, the cores have to
be screwed all the way in, so rigorous realignment
would be needed later.

I re-dipped the oscillator and long wave aerial coils
in hot wax to remove the dirt and tidy them up then
re-sprayed the dial lamp reflector plate in a suitable
off-white. A repainting of the dial pointer in red
completed the hardware rejuvenation.

Once the new components were gathered together,
I started assembly. Firstly, all the components and
wiring were added to the paxolin tag board. The
tuning capacitor was then mounted on new rubber
grommets and a replacement mains dropper from a
cannibalised DACQOA fixed in place. I also replaced
the valve holders. Originally these were riveted to the
chassis, but as my rivet gun was too big to use
without damaging their metal skirts I used 6 BA nuts
and bolts instead.

Prior to remounting the output transformer, I
thought it prudent to test it for leakage between the
windings and its core with a Megger insulation tester.
The leakage test is a very good idea as it’s not
unknown for the secondary windings to become the
same potential as the chassis, and of course on this
type of set, depending on the orientation of the two-
pin mains connector, the chassis may be live. On
occasion, a faulty loudspeaker becomes live too, and
this is bolted to the metal speaker grille resulting in a
very dangerous state of affairs.

All this became academic in this case, as the
primary of the output transformer was open circuit.
Alas, a check showed that this was not a simple break
or dry joint at one of the solder tags. I had no spare so
considered rewinding it myself -— not a job to be
tackled by the faint hearted...

The secondary was quite easy to unwind, having
thick wire which was easily handled. But the primary
was another story. To loosen the wire from the sticky
insulating layers l boiled it in a strong detergent
solution. Initially the turns came off freely as I wound
them over the back of a chair in order to measure the
length later and rewind with new wire.

Disappointingly, it soon became apparent that the
wire was too thin to withstand this and after numerous
breaks I gave up. Even if it had come off more easily, I
doubt I would have been able to wind the same
amount neatly enough to get it all on along with the
layers of insulation between the layers anyway.
Nevertheless, if you have more patience than I do, I
dare say it’s possible.

I have both the Bush service sheet and Trader
Service Sheet 1161. The Bush information is
particularly helpful as among other things it states the
turns ratio of the output transformer, which is 40:1.
This is the same ratio as a 6—volt mains transformer.

When posting a question for a supplier of a suitable
audio output transformer on the uk.vintageradio
newsgroup, someone else suggested the mains
transformer option as a possibility. However, this isn't
necessarily a good idea as mains transformers are not
designed to carry any significant DC or operate at
audio frequencies. I eventually got a suitable audio
output transformer from White Town Vintage, but I
also tried the mains transformer alternative and will
describe the comparative results later.

Component re-assembly took a few hours, but I find
that this is one of the most satisfying aspects of any
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complete rebuild. When the chassis is filling with clean TopiRe-Wiring 00W CW

new components and wire, there seems so much
more space than when originally assembled!

One minor change l decided to make to the original
layout was not to use pin 4 of the UL41 output valve
as an anchor point for components. Valve data books
show this pin as either unused (in which case
anchoring things to it is theoretically harmless) or as
an internal connection of the valve.

But I remember vaguely reading somewhere that
this pin should never be used. Bush presumably knew
this too, but perhaps it depends on the make of UL41.
Does leakage within the valve cause problems later if
this pin is used to anchor components? If this is the
case I can’t see why Bush took the risk — it’s easy
enough to avoid using it.

The dial pointer now had to be re-strung. This was
nowhere near as straightforward as I'd expected as
the new cord had a tendency to either slip on the
tuning spindle or become bound on it, despite the
clear Bush service sheet's diagram showing exactly
how it should be threaded. After some considerable
perseverance I succeeded.

I made a final and thorough wiring check against
the circuit diagram, along with an inspection of all the
soldered joints. | temporarily wired a 6-volt mains
transformer (Maplin Electronics code WBOGG) in place
of the output transformer and switched on...

As the IF cores had been screwed right in for
disassembly earlier, i wasn’t expecting to hear much -
and I didn't. There was a very slight hum from the
speaker but that's all. A few voltage checks revealed

42
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The rebuilt Bush
DACQOA looks like
new. lts performance
is at least as good
as it was when it left
the factory and will
no doubt now work
reliably for many
years to come.
Unfortunately it'll be
some considerable
time before it
acquires that vintage
radio smell!

that even after my 'thorough' checking, I 'd still missed
a wire to the anode of V3.

With this corrected the set then burst into life, albeit
with all the stations appearing at one end of the
medium wave band. After careful realignment of lFs,
aerial, mixer and local oscillator circuits (using the
calibration marks on the back of the dial lamp
reflector), the set provided an extremely competent
performance.

I then checked the comparative audio performance
between the mains and valve output transformers by
injecting audio sine-waves to the grid of V3 without
the tone corrector and observed the waveform across
the speaker terminals. Below about 100 Hz the output
was the same, but from 200 Hz to 6 kHz there was
about twice the audio output from the speaker using
the replacement audio transformer compared to the
mains transformer. This is not as bad as it appears,
as the output power difference is only about 3 dB
and hardly noticeable in practice. So providing the
40:1 mains transformer doesn't saturate with the
standing current, it will work quite well.

Output fell sharply from about 3 kHz using either
transformer, suggesting the audio attenuation was
occurring elsewhere. Having worked on a number of
DACQOA sets previously I knew this was due to C l?
(Trader Sheet component number). This capacitor is
used to prevent any remaining IF from reaching the
output valve. The value Bush chose was 0.003uF -
high enough to significantly cut treble response of
the audio waveform passing to the audio amplifier.

Interfering with lF filtering will frequently lead to
instability since the component values were originally
chosen with care. But we must also remember that
the audio response of current AM transmissions has
changed over the years; nowadays the upper audio
frequencies of medium wave transmissions are more
restricted in order to prevent adjacent channel
interference. Any treble cut in a radio's circuits is now
quite noticeable. l have found that reducing the value
of C17 to 470pF is still more than enough to prevent
instability, but is not high enough to have a significant
treble-cut effect.

Another source of what I feel is excessive treble cut
is the fixed 'tone corrector', C19. This is a crude way
of reducing the third harmonic distortion generated by
the output pentode. Nevertheless, this can be safely
reduced to 0.0047uF, but a 1kV type should be used
here as very high voltages are developed across the
primary of the output transformer. The value of the
tone corrector on many sets (to my ears anyway)
seems to produce an unnecessarily 'mellow' sound
with today's broadcasts.

The case and knobs polished up very nicely. My
preferred method for this is to thoroughly clean the
bakelite with soap and water and then nothing more
complicated than applying two or three coats of
appropriately coloured boot polish, polishing between
applications and giving a final polish after a few hours.
The markings on the original glass dial were badly
flaking. Once the case was polished, I replaced the
old dial with a brand new silk-screened reproduction.
New rubber dial~mounting strips were also needed
and these were bought from Camber TV after seeing
an advertisement in the BVWS bulletin.

With assembly complete I gave the set a long soak
test, but it was soon apparent there was something
wrong with the sound at higher volumes. 1 quickly
traced this to the concertinaed fabric used to centre
the loudspeaker cone having come partly unstuck - a
classic loudspeaker fault for which I really should have
checked earlier. This is easily cured by gently sliding
some Evo-Stick contact adhesive under the edge of
the loose area.

The rebuilt Bush DACQOA looks like new. lts
performance is at least as good as it was when it left
the factory and will no doubt now work reliably

for many years to come. Unfortunately it'll be some
considerable time before it acquires that vintage
radio smell!

Technical notes:
There are a number of common faults with the
DACQOA (and similar AC/DC models) that are worth
mentioning for those readers not yet familiar with this
model. All component numbering refers to Trader
Sheet 1161.
1) The anti-modulation hum/mains interference
suppression capacitor C22 is usually leaky (i.e.
behaves as if shunted by a resistor) or even melted
and blown apart. This should be replaced with at least
a 1kV type. Mains suppression capacitors used on
motors are suitable here.
2) Coupling capacitor C18 is likely to be leaky, thus
putting a positive voltage on the grid of V4. A good
high voltage type should be used.
3) If, when trying to peak the IF transformers adjusting
one or more of the cores has no effect, the ferrite has
probably come away from the threaded spindle. The
only remedy is to disassemble the IF can, unscrew the
core and glue the parts back together and
reassemble.
4) On another DACQOA, there was a difficult to locate
intermittent crackling. it seemed to be traceable to no
particular section. Eventually I tracked it down to a
hairline break in the mains dropper resistor wire.
5) The cause of constant hum that wasn't due to poor
HT smoothing in a couple of sets using the UL41
output valve has also had me scratching my head in
the past. I’ve come across two causes; one was the
UL41 output valve heater to cathode leakage and
another was leakage across the output valve holder.
Dirt can build up and a minute amount of heater
current than leaks across to the control grid. Spraying
with a solvent and rubbing the area with a stiff brush
usually clears this.

Modifications in later models ,
Up to serial number 69591 IF is 465 kHz and from
69592 lF is 470 kHz
R16 changed from 150 ohms to 250 ohms
R18 changed from 250 ohms to 75 ohms

Book review continued

mathematical complexity. What the book lacks in the
analytical development of Maxwell’s ideas, he makes
up in showing the human spirit of a remarkable genius.

Mahon considers that Maxwell should be known
better, perhaps as well as Newton or Einstein. But it
is no surprise to me that a man of Maxwell's intellectual
stature and scientific originality can go unnoticed in
a world so intensely governed by the entertainment
culture. Apart from glib references to apples,
gravitation, relativity and the gee-whiz use of
“ee equals emsee squared”, the works of Newton and
Einstein are just as obscure to most people as those
of Maxwell. Although Maxwell remains relatively
unknown in the public domain, he is, of course,
extremely well known to engineers, physicists and
educated historians. But perhaps he is better off for
that: A little public obscurity acts as a protection
against the intrusion of media hype.

As the title of Mahon’s book rightly proclaims, and
as the author vividly shows, Maxwell was the man who
changed everything. Tony Constable



The Empress Strikes Back
E 2 01 8W ., M. W...The Dynatron

For those not in the know, Dynatrons
were made by the Hacker brothers
who started up in 1927, and they
were insistent that only TRF receivers
were good enough for the sort of
customers that they were aiming at.
Their sets got more complex, and at
one time they made a TRF tuner with
six tuned circuits. Eventually a
compromise was reached, as they
produced a superhet, but it could be
turned into a TRF if required.

This is the last model they made before the War shut
everything down. All their sets were called " Ether
Something" and this is the " Empress". Of course
there was the "Commander" but I don't think that ever
got into its stride, in fact I think the only one made
was the one on the stand at the Radio Show. This set
has at least got a serial number: 255-1 bet they
started at 200! In fact their serial numbers are quite
complicated, as each chassis has its own type and
serial number. The radio tuner is type 1214, number
5871 and the amplifier is  LF818, number 5135.

The brochure is  interesting, and contains the remark
"no girls are used on any operation". The original
price was 115 guineas (£120 153)

Cabinet ,
The enormous cabinet is on castors, otherwise it
would be immovable, but one of them had been fitted
so close to the edge that it could not revolve. This
made moving the cabinet so difficult that I was driven
to remove the castor and re-fit it. This was when I
found that it was on a block of wood which was held
on by glue and two screws, both of which were too
short to go through the bottom of the cabinet.

This is the sort of thing that happens with Dynatron,
and is a result really of trying too hard. It would also
have been nice if the huge lid had some sortbf
counterbalance, as used by RGD, and some sort of
handle would have helped when lifting it.

Specification
This set is a 20-valve receiver, covering five bands:
1 7-14 metres
2 13-30 metres
3 30-80 metres
4 200—550 metres
5 200-900 metres

VP41 RF pentode
0041
TH41
HL41
MH41
SP41
PPS/250
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Cabinet complete

21-43 MHz
10-23 MHz
3.7-10 MHz
545—1500 KHz
150-350 KHz

Double diode
Triode-heptode
Triode
Triode
RF pentode
Output triode
Rectifier
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internal view, showing the
amplifier and the dust box over
the moord changer.
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There are four steps of selectivity, on the broadest
of which it becomes a TRF receiver. Separate bass
& treble controls are fitted, and the usual Dynatron
tunable whistle filter, which is calibrated in KHz.
The chassis measures 32" by 8V2" by 131/2" and
is very heavy, but not as much so as the amplifier,
which is massive.

It is in really glorious condition, with no scratches
on the enormous cabinet. There are no marks round
the knobs, and it seems to have had very little use.
One of the knobs is wrong.

This set shows the usual Dynatron mixture of
adventurous circuit design and rather amateur
assembly. Some of the holes in the chassis, for
example, seem to have been filed rather than

punched, and there were one or two places where
bare wires missed each other by a very small margin.
One of the lF cans hit a screw head and had to have
a notch cut out of it.

Circuit
This is the third version of their superhet/T RF chassis.
Every year they added another valve to the tuner, and
this one has twelve. It is basically a standard superhet
with an RF stage and two IF stages, but several
twiddles are added. The valves are mostly Mazda
octals. The large chassis is mounted vertically, and to
lift it out the stays have to be removed from the lid to
give headroom, making this a three—man operation.
One of the screws on the top panel doesn’t do
anything except try to screw into the metal chassis.
A Garrard R050 record changer is fitted.

The chassis differs from the one in the catalogue
as the volume control has been moved to the side
of the cabinet, very sensibly. This leaves a gap (and
a grommet) where it should be. There is a toggle
switch on the panel which open circuits the ,intemal
speakers when using an extension. This I consider
dangerous, as if there is no load enormous voltages
will appear on the output transformer. After some
thought I have disconnected it.

There is an alternative RF stage (using a SP41),
which only operates on band (10-23 MHz). There are
two separate amplified AVC systems, one for the front
end, with delay, and one for the first lF stage. To stop
the IF amplifier getting too excited there is a 5K resistor
in the cathode of this stage, which is shorted out on the
SW bands. Band 2 stops oscillating at the LF end, but
as there is overlap this doesn’t matter greatly.

When the set is used as a TRF receiver the AVG is
derived from the detector, which in any case feeds the
tuning indicator. There is a bandpass coupling
between the RF stage and the mixer on Long and
Medium, operative on both the superhet and TRF
circuits. This is bottom capacity coupled, with very
small top capacity as well. An audio stage follows the
detector, and then there is tone correction with
separate bass & treble controls, and, of course, the
whistle filter. For some odd reason the treble control
works anti-clockwise. On TRF the output of the mixer
is  transferred to either medium or long tuned circuits,
these being tuned by what would otherwise be the
oscillator section of the tuning capacitor, and then to
the usual detector, so i n  effect there are two RF
stages, the pentode and the heptode, and four tuned
circuits. It is not possible to use the set as a TRF
receiver on short wave; you could do this on the
earlier versions, producing mayhem!

All the coils are iron cored (20 of them), except
those on band 1, and all the SW trimmers are Philips
beehive type, but mounted the wrong way round, so
that the screws are "live.“ A very elaborate system of
bandwidth selection is used. None of the cores is
sealed in any way, but the coils are wound on the
continental type of transparent multi-flanged formers,
which have friction built in.

A triode is  used as amplifier for the tuning indicator,
which fades the dial bulbs and brightens the one on
the pointer. It has as its load a small transformer,
which saturates on no signal. This valve is the only



non-octal, being an old fashioned five-pin triode
(MH4‘l- there is no octal triode of a high enough
slope). Spare bulbs are supplied in a bracket in the
cabinet. There are two at 6V 0.15A, and one at 6V
0.3A for the pointer. The bulbholders have little
handles on them to make them more accessible for
replacement, but you still have to get the chassis out.
This valve failed during test, but I had one. The dial
bulbs are fed from a special 6 volt winding, but they
are really much too dim, as they are in a series-parallel
arrangement.

The power supply is conventional using a choke
and then the two fields in parallel for smoothing.
Two rectifiers are used, one for each phase. The
choke was tuned by 0.25uF, but from previous
experience I have left this out as they tend to explode
due to the high voltage. It looks like an afterthought
anyway, and was very sweaty. I tried a replacement,
but it made no difference to the hum. (There seems
to be an earth loop due to the power supply earth
and the outer of the screened cable; this should
create hum, but it doesn’t.)

All the paper capacitors are TCC wax, and the ones
i have measured are about 50-100K. There are 22 of
them in the RF chassis alone. Purists would re—fill the
containers, but they are all so slimy and horrible that I
shall give this a miss. Luckily changing them is made
easier because Dynatron didn't wrap the wires round,
the tags. Soldering three wires to a tag without
anchoring them is very difficult, but they managed it
well, and I didn't find any dry joints. I have not
changed the cathode bypasses, as the leak will make
very little difference. All the wiring is in slimy Systoflex.

All the wound components seem to be OK, and so
are the power supply electrolytics (except for the
cathode bypasses), but one of them had low capacity
and has been replaced. One of the VP41s was sick
and the mica capacitor on the mixer anode was 8/0,
surprisingly. One of the screen feed resistors had gone
up from 25K to 200K.

The brochure says "extra valves are switched in on
SW" but it should be “valve". It also says "no multiple
valves are used ", but how about that triode-heptode,
and all those double diodes?

The volume control was noisy and the dial cord
slipped, but apart from that we had music.
Unfortunately the lovely gold silk speaker cable had to
go, as all the rubber was dangerous. I can't see any
way of fitting a double-pole mains switch.

The mechanical side is, as one would expect.
elaborate. The knob drives the tuning gang via an
epicyclic reduction and a cord onto a 6" cast
aluminium drum. This also carries the wire drive to the
tuning pointer, which travels on a pair of live rails so
as to light its bulb. The band switch drives the "roller
blind" dial via a pair of bevel gears, (which I am sure
were made by Meccano). This blind only shows the
band in use, but has gone dark with age; it seems to
be made from heavy-duty tracing paper. On "Gram" it
has a notice that the lid should be closed.

Top view of tuner chassis. The
LP. strip is down the left hand
side, with the detector at the
bottom. The aerial, FLF. and
oscillator coils for bands 4& 5
are on the right, and the AVG
valves are in the centre. The

Alignment
This was impossible, as some of the cans contain two
coils, one horizontal, and one vertical, and there is no
access for the horizontal ones, so a hole
had to be drilled in the cans, although there is a hole
in the chassis. There are booby-traps, as the L & M
oscillator can has two trimmers, but they are both long porcelain switch was for the
wave! The TRF MW coil has not enough turns (even internal Speakef- The “"0 W
after I added 20), and most of the trimmers finish fully $37323 for treble and titer
out, and even then some of the coils won't quite make
it. It is a horrible thing to align, as the cores are very
difficult to get at and the chassis has to be turned
over to get at them, which is not easy. I was
frightened that I might drop something heavy on one
of the PP3/25OS.

They say the IF response is flat-topped, and it is,
with a double peak on the widest setting. At -6dB the
width is 4Khz, 9, or 15, which is very reasonable. i am
surprised in passing to note that there is no IF rejector
coil in the aerial circuit. The IF seems to be 470KHz.
l have a feeling that these German dust cores lose
permeability with age, so the IF was probably 465
originally, but it doesn't matter much. lF alignment
involves 9 cores, not counting the two in the AVG
amplifiers. I can't get band 1 to work, but these don't
usually do very much.

Amplifier
The amplifier chassis is conventional, with a triode as
amplifier stage, another as a split load phase splitter,
and than four PP3/25OS in parallel push-pull. Negative
feedback is applied across the whole amplifier. The
output is fed to two energised speakers, one 12" and
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Underside of the tuner. The
switch on the left is waveband,
the one on the right is
selectivity, and the small one in
the middle changes from TRF
to superhet and is ganged to
the bandswitch. The
component on the left is the
whistle filter.

one 10". The fields are in parallel, as are the speech
coils, and used for smoothing. As usual with Dynatron
the chokes and transformers look very untidy. There
are two seven-pin sockets on the power chassis, one
feeding the speakers and the other the tuner. These
sockets are the same, which is potentially dangerous.

Speakers
Neither of the speakers has dust bags, and judging by
what I found when I removed them, they should have.
The small one had a neatly repaired tear in the cone.

Record Changer (R050)
This presented a few problems. It was clean, but very
tight, with no trace of oil or grease anywhere. This is
the only radiogram l have met which has its changer
in a wooden box to keep it clean. It accepts mixed
10"&12" records, which makes it more complicated
and tricky. i t  tended to get confused between the two
sizes, and eventually this was traced to the kink in the
spindle not being quite oriented. I removed and
dismantled the motor before discovering that they
have provided a set screw to allow adjustment for this,
which I discovered is very critical. The transit screws
were still tight. Due to its great weight it requires six
sprung mountings. The turntable was not quite parallel
to the base plate, and i had to reduce the thickness of
one of the rubber mountings to correct this. I can't
think how this happened, unless the casting warped.

The pick-up works well, which is surprising, as it is
a crystal. It measures 1 Meg, which is odd. l have
replaced the rotten rubber leads, and suspect that the
rubbers inside are also rotten, but the cartridge is
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riveted together and I think is best left alone. After a
bit of persuasion it could be turned over, which made
needle changing easier. The quality could be better,
but probably it is as good as it ever was.

A surprising snag was encountered when the time
came to put the chassis back in the cabinet. The
bottom of the tuner is screwed to a block of wood
on the side of the cabinet, and this was found to be
tapered. As the chassis and cabinet should both be
rectangular this is impossible, but measurement
confirmed my suspicions that the chassis was
twisted by about 1/ ". The block was in the wrong
place to receive the chassis screws anyway, and l
have tidied it up.

The performance is good, with a slight hum. The
tone controls work, but I can't understand how, as the
odd circuit defeats me. With both controls set at
(central) the response is almost flat from 60 to 3Khz.
Neither control does anything at 400 Hz. The treble
control extends the response up to 6KHz, and the
bass control goes down as far as can be heard by
anybody. The whistle filter was about 2KHz out; l have
improved this by moving the tuning capacitor. (It
works on "Gram" as well).

I haven't got a suitable load to test the power
output but it sounds very impressive. I doubt if the
speakers will handle the full 18 watts.

This set was very tricky to trace out, as the wiring is
all very sticky and the same colour— brown. The
switching is very elaborate, and l have simplified it to
make it easier to understand. The bandswitch has
eight wafers, and shorts out the audio between
positions to stop nasty noises. Only one of the double
diodes uses both sections. As always with these big
sets, there are several surprisingly tight corners.

I consider this set to be over-complicated. The IF
amplifier is unnecessarily elaborate, as their post-war
sets got the same performance with only three lF
cans, against five. Also the extra RF stage seems
superfluous, as McMurdo Silver managed well with
a SP41 on all bands, and so did Murphy. The SW
performance is good, but spoilt by slight backlash
in the dial drive. Reading the dial is very difficult
due to dimness, but I can't see any way round this.
I even tried adding extra bulbs, but the complicated
dial assembly makes this impossible without casting
shadows.

This is an incredibly ambitious design for a
company working in a factory which was basically
a large garden shed. I wonder if they made a profit
out of it.?

Probably the only one left of this model, as the War
must have prevented any sort of quantity being made,
even by Dynatron standards.

Footnote: i thought I had got this tidied up and
screwed in, and then the mains switch gave up the
ghost. Replacing this was very tricky; I think they fitted
it before they built the rest of the set. Fingers crossed,
l have fitted the back, at last.



Wireless and the Art of Magic:
A Reappraisal of Nevil Maskelyne and His Contribution to Wireless Telegraphy.
Part 1 by Graeme Bartram

The Maskelyne name has been synonymous with the
world of magic for almost 130 years‘. However the
name of the Maskelyne family has been largely
relegated to a footnote in the history of wirelessz. In
fact if remembered at all the Maskelyne name is most
closely associated with the infamous jamming of
Professor Fleming’s demonstration of Marconi
equipment at the Royal Institution in London in June
1903. Yet for over a decade at the beginning of the
twentieth century Nevil Maskelyne experimented with
wireless telegraphy systems in Britain alongside
pioneers such as Lee De Forest, Oliver Lodge and
Valdemar Poulsen in direct competition with Guglielmo
Marconi. These articles commence with an exploration
of the relationship between wireless and the art of
magic by briefly reviewing the early careers of John
Nevil Maskelyne and his son Nevil. They then go on to
consider the interaction of wireless and cable interests
in the development of wireless telegraphy systems by
a close examination of the three-cornered competition
which arose between the Marconi Company, Nevil
Maskelyne and the Eastern Telegraph Company.
Ultimately Nevil was unable to make the transition to a
more commercial world of wireless telegraphy and
ended his role in the public promotion of wireless
soon after the collapse of ventures associated with the
De Forest and Poulsen systems. Thereafter wireless
and the art of magic continued to live on in the
Maskelyne family theatre.

1. The Maskelyne Heritage of Invention and Illusion
John Nevil Maskelyne (hereafter referred to as “J.N”)
was born in Cheltenham in the west of England in
1839 (Figure 1). J.N. established the family magic
dynasty when he unmasked the so-called spiritualist
mediums, the American Davenport Brothers, at the
Cheltenham Town Hall in 1865. J.N. and his friend
George A. Cooke witnessed a séance conducted by
the Davenports and concluded that the performance
was based on trickery‘. J.N. and Cooke reproduced

the illusion in August 1865 and leveraged this initial
success to form a regional touring magic act that
eventually opened permanently in London in 1873‘.

Revealing the type of deception, fraud and trickery
shown in the Davenport case was to become a
hallmark of the Maskelyne family. In 1876 J.N.
published the book Modern Spiritualism that claimed to
expose the frauds of the spiritualist mediums“. This led
to J.N. being called as a Crown witness in October
1876 in the trial of the spiritualist medium “Doctor"
Henry Slade who claimed to raise the dead’. But J.N.
was equally prepared to defend his own illusions
strenuously. In 1898 J.N. issued a public challenge
offering £500 to the first person to both discover the
secret of the Maskelyne Box Trick and to duplicate the
trick at a public performance. The challenge was
accepted but no agreement was reached as to whether
J.N.‘s trick had been imitated. J.N. refused to pay the
£500. The disgruntled claimants took the matter to
court in June 1898 and the House of Lords eventually
made an award against J.N. for the £5008. J.N. also
had a strong interest in optical illusion and in 1886
(through M. Buatier de Kolta) introduced the concept of
“Black Magic” or “Black Art” into a London theatre
illusion. The principle of black magic was adopted later
by other magicians to produce many stunning effects in
the theatres of London and elsewhere".

J.N. was a watchmaker by trade who used complex
mechanical automate to spellbind Victorian theatre
audiences. Supported by the resources of workshop
facilities, J.N. went on to create his most famous
automate including the whist-playing Psycho (1875)
(Figure 2), the sketch artist Zoe (1877), the comet-
playing Fanfair (1878) and Labial (1878) who played
the euphonium‘°. He was also responsible for one of
the first typewriters manufactured in Britain in 1892
(Figure 3) and created a diverse range of inventions
and patents including balloon inflation systems, coin
operated locks, automatic bus ticket checkers,
mechanical gas taps and electrical switches".

Fig 1: John Nevil Maskelyne.

Fig 2: Psycho.

Fig 3: The Maskelyne
Typewriter.

Fig 4: Puported photo of
Nevil Maskelyne as a young
wireless experimenter.

Fig 5: Bacon’s first scientific
balloon flight acoorne ;; ' -
J.N. and Nevil.

1. Works on the Maskelyne
magic dynasty include mar
Maskelyne White Magic
London 1936 ; George A
Jenness Maskelyne and Cooke
Egyptian Hall London 1873-
1904 London 1967 ; Anne
Davenport and John Salisse. A
Candid View of Maskelyne's
1916-17 Great Britain 1995
and Anne Davenport and John
Salisse St George’s Hal Behind
the Scenes at England‘s Home
of Mystery United States 2001.
2. And sometimes even the
footnotes are wrongI Nev]
Maskelyne's wireless teleg'aphy
British Patent No.16,113 of 1”
is recorded in the British Paent
Office Index under the name
Maskeleyne. This mistake is
mpeated in \/.J. Pt‘fl’ps Ea'ly
Radio Wave Detectors Peter
Peregrinus Ltd 1980 at pp24—25.
As a consequence this
Maskelyne wireless patent hm
own both ‘lost’ and 'fomd' mmy
times oxer the pat 100 ms
3. See e.g. Sungook Hong
‘Syntony and Credibility : John
Ambrose Fleming, Guglielmo
Marconi, and the Maskelyne
Affair’ in J.Z. Buchwald (ed)
Scientific Credibility and
Technical Standards in 19m
and early 20th Century
Germany and Britain, Great
Britain 1996 at pp.157-176 ;
Sungook Hong Wireless The
MIT Press 2001 at pp.89-118.
4. Jasper Maskelyne op. cit. at
p.28.
5. Ibid. at p.44.
6. Jenness op. cit. at p.39.
7. Jasper Maskeiyna op. sit. at
p.54.
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8. John Algernon Clarke. G.
Faur. and John Nevil Maskelyne
‘Oonjuring’ in Encyclopaedia
Britannica 1910 —1911 pp.943-
950 at p.947; Jenness op. cit.
at p.73.
9. Clarke. Faur and Maskelyne
op. cit. at p.948.
10. Jasper Maskelyne op. cit.
at pp.46—56 ; Jenness op. cit.
at pp.33. 35 , 41, 43, 45.
11. Jasper Maskelyne op. cit.
at pp.59-62 ; Jenness op.cit. at
p.68.
12. Jenness op. cit. at p.69.
13. lbid. at p.71.
14. Gertrude Bacon The
Record of an Aeronaut Being
the Life of John M. Bacon
London John Long 1907 at
p.219.
15. lbld. at pp.190-214.
16. lbid. at pp.25_1~252.
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2. Early Wireless Experimentation
John Nevil Maskelyne Junior (hereafter referred to as
“Nevil” - see Figure 4), J.N.’s eldest son, was born in
Cheltenham on 24 June 1863 and made his first billed
appearance at the Maskelyne family theatre (known at
that time as Egyptian Hall) in 1885. Like his father Nevil
demonstrated an eariy interest in mechanics, assisting
his father with the design of the Maskelyne typewriter”,
constructing a variety of stage tricks and illusions and
introducing Animated Photographs taken by an
animograph camera to the Egyptian Hall in 1896 in
competition with the Lumiere Brothers Cinematographe
also playing in London at the same time”.

In 1893 J.N. met Reverend John McKenzie Bacon
who lived close to J.N.“s weekend retreat in Berkshire
outside London. The two men formed a close
friendship through membership of the Newbury
Guildhall Club and shared a common interest in
balloon design and experimentation. Reverend Bacon
had taken his first balloon flight in August 1888 but
only commenced the serious use of balloons for
scientific research on 27 July 1898 (See Figure 5). This
research was undertaken with the "practical
assistance" of both J.N. and Nevil“. Nevil Maskelyne
had already established his credentials as a
mechanician in his own right in July 1896 when he
modified an animograph camera used by Bacon in an
attempt to photograph a solar corona in Norway“.

Initially Bacon and the Maskelynes concentrated on
acoustic experiments using balloons. However in
August 1899 Nevil, who had recently commenced
investigations into wireless telegraphy, fitted a receiver
to a balloon being demonstrated at Newbury. A
transmitting device and aerial was erected in a field at
Newbury whilst a small receiver was carried in the
balloon. The experiment was later described in almost
poetic terms:

Above the rolling vapour, in a fairy-land of their own,
the aeronautical party were as completely severed
from earth and the friends they had left behind them
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as it is possible to conceive. And yet not so, for there
in the car between them the delicate bell of the little
apparatus they carried continued to tinkle forth the
messages which Mr Maskelyne, in the field now ten
or twelve miles away, was still flashing to them across
empty space”.

Another report of the time describes a further
experiment involving the firing of explosive devices
by means of Hertzian waves at Newbury. In this
experiment, which may have occurred contemp-
oraneously with the signalling demonstration,



Messrs Maskelyne and Bacon detonated ground-
based explosives from a suspended balloon using
wireless signalling apparatus".

Nevil Maskelyne accompanied Bacon to the United
States to observe and photograph a total solar eclipse
in May 1900. A letter from Bacon to the Secretary of
the Guildhall Club describes the continuing
development work on wireless telegraphy being
undertaken on the journey:

Nevil Maskelyne and self are scheming special
experiments, during his holiday, with wireless
telegraphy, with which he has made great progress. A
balloon, and perhaps more than one, will come into it,
but further details must develop“.

Upon returning from the United States a further
demonstration of wireless telegraphy from a balloon
was undertaken at the Bradford meeting of the British
Association in September 1900. In this demonstration
Nevil Maskelyne operated a transmitting device on the
ground and remained in constant communication with
the balloon until the flight was terminated at Sheffield.
At a distance of three to four miles the occupants of
the balloon detonated a ground-based mine by
wireless signal”.

3. Hozier and Lloyd’s
The Maskelyne experiments caught the attention of
Col. Henry Montague Hozier of Lloyd’s of London who
convinced his company to fund a series of
experiments with Nevil at the Thames estuary between
Sheerness and Shoeburyness in December 1900.
Hozier, who had been the Secretary of Lloyd's since
1874, had shown an early interest in wireless including

the instigation of tests on the Marconi system at
Rathlin Island in Ireland in August 1898”.

The Thames estuary experiments 'utilised a
Maskelyne coherer designed by Nevil that used an
armature rather than a tapper as a decoherer, along
with a Hozier-designed transmitter. The Maskelyne
coherer relied upon an armature actuated by an
electromagnet acted upon by a polarised relay.
Hozier’s response to the Maskelyne coherer was
initially positive, describing it as“ so simple that
ordinary signalmen can use it and send messages and
signals by it. Its action, too, is so certain that for many
months the same coherer can be used without the
necessity of alteration or regulation”. Whilst these
tests only spanned a distance of 5 miles Hozier
predicted that it would achieve 30 miles without
further development”.

By early 1901 Hozier had formed a syndicate with
Nevil Maskelyne and S.G. Brown and commenced
negotiations with the Marconi Company for the sale of
this wireless telegraphy system. On 30 May 1901
Cuthbert Hall, the newly appointed Managing Director
of the Marconi Company, wrote to Guglielmo Marconi
outlining the position in the following terms:

Figures 6. 7 and 8.: kelyne's
transmitting circuit, coherer
and receiving cicuit.

Hozier would apparently be willing to have his
syndicate absorbed by us for shares in this company, a
seat on the Board, and some arrangement made with
regard to Maskelyne and Brown. To the last stipulation
it appears to me there would be many objections”.

One month later on 28 June 1901 the position had
been revised whereby Maskelyne and Brown had been
taken out of the proposed settlement. Hozier was now
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For Nevil
Maskelyne this
was the beginning
of a period
when all of the
Maskelyne’s
renowned
inventive powers
and knowledge
of the techniques
of trickery, fraud
and deception
would be sorely
tested.

17. The Electrician 43 28 July
1899 at p.473.
18. Bacon (1907) op. cit. at
p.272.
19. The Electrician 45 31
August 1900 at p.691 ; The
Times (London) 22 September
1900 ; John M. Bacon
Dominion of the Air 1900 at
Chapter XXIV.
20. The Times (London) 14
December 1900 at p.15 ; W.P.
Jolly Marconi Stein and Day
New York 1972 at p.69.
21. Sir Henry Montague Hozier
’Aetheric Signalling’ in Journal
of the Military Service Institution
Volume XXVIll No.110 March
1901 pp.256—264.
22. lbid.
23. Jolly op. cit. at p.93.
24. lbid. at pp.93~94.
25. The Electrician 47 11
October 1901 at p.936 ; The
Electrician 47 25 October 1901
at pp.18—20.
26. Jolly op. cit. at p.94.
27. See e.g. Report from the
Select Committee on
Radiotelegraphic Convention
Together with the Proceedings
of the Committee, Minutes of
Evidence, and Appendix His
Majesty’s Stationery Office
1907 at paragraph 22.

pursuing a £3000 settlement for his syndicate, a seat
on the Marconi Board and to secure an ‘arrangement’
between the Marconi Company and Lloyd's“. In fact it
was only this last element of the proposed Hozier
settlement that the Marconi Company considered
valuable, with Cuthbert Hall describing the syndicate
patents as having little value. By July 1901 Hozier’s
bargaining position on his wireless system was further
eroded by reports that tests of the Hozier system by
the White Star shipping line had failed. On 26
September 1901 Lloyd’s entered into an exclusive
agreement with Marconi’s International Marine
Communication Company (Ltd) for the immediate
provision of equipment for 10 Lloyd's signalling
stations. Most significantly the agreement provided that
Lloyd’s employ no other system of wireless telegraphy
for 14 years”. For his part Hozier received E3000 and
500 £3 shares in the Marconi Company. The settlement
with Hozier stipulated that he would no longer conduct
wireless experiments on his own behalf”.

The agreement between Lloyd’s and the Marconi
Company was to have long-term implications for the
emerging wireless telegraph industry in that it gave the
Marconi Company exclusive access to Lloyds land
stations which were essential to the development of
ship to shore communications in the maritime
industry". This was also undoubtedly a setback for
Nevil Maskelyne and his treatment by the Marconi
Company goes some way to explaining the
extraordinary lengths he went to in subsequent years
to undermine the credibility of that organisation. For
Nevil Maskelyne this was the beginning of a period
when all of the Maskelyne’s renowned inventive
powers and knowledge of the techniques of trickery,
fraud and deception would be sorely tested.

4. The Maskelyne System: Mark 1
Whilst Nevil Maskelyne had worked in conjunction
with Col. Hozier on the Thames estuary experiments
there is some evidence to suggest that a distinct
Maskelyne System of Wireless Telegraphy had been
concurrently developed. During the period April 1900
to September 1901 two sets of complete patent
specifications had been lodged with the Patent Office
(British Patent Nos. 7,983 and 23,549 of 1900) under
the name John Nevil Maskelyne Junior. From these
patent specifications we can piece together the Nevil
Maskelynes’ first attempt to develop a complete
wireless telegraphy system.

Nevil Maskelyne made his initial patent application
on 30 April 1900 prior to Hozier commencing
negotiations with the Marconi Company. A complete
specification was lodged 28 February 1901 after the
Hozier-Marconi Company negotiations were
concluded. This suggests that Nevil continued with .
the development of a wireless telegraphy system well
after he was excluded from the 1900 negotiations.

4.1 Transmitting Circuit
In its simplest form the transmitting circuit consisted
of two metal plates sunk into the earth. These metal
plates were projected above the ground by means of a
wire or cable that was fastened in the middle to a cord
passing through a pulley fixed to an elevated support.
One of these earth plates was connected by a wire to
one terminal of a spark gap. The opposite terminal of
the spark gap was connected to one pole of the
secondary of an induction coil, whose other
secondary pole was connected to the remaining earth
plate. The middle of the cable was then tensioned to
produce a triangular arrangement (Figure 6).

From one pole of the secondary the current crossed
the spark gap, passed through an elevated conductor
and returned to the coil. The act of sparking gave rise
to oscillations emitted by the circuit. It was provided
that the current was shunted through a pair of
condensers, thus forming a condenser shunted spark
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gap. The advantage of this arrangement was said to
be the improved efficiency of small circuits owing to
the otherwise small capacity of the circuit. A variation
of this circuit applied in confined spaces used current
fed by an insulated wire passing through a metal tube
(Figure 7).

4.2 Coherer and Receiving Circuit
In designing his wireless telegraphy system, Nevil
Maskelyne had a very simple objective in mind. When a
dot was transmitted it should be represented on the
recorder ribbon in the receiving circuit as a dot.
Likewise, when a dash was transmitted it should be
recorded as a dash. However contemporary systems of
wireless telegraphy did not always do so. in many
cases a dash was represented by a series of closely
spaced dots. To overcome this problem Nevil designed
a system of wireless telegraphy based upon the use of
an armature-actuated polarised relay. The heart of this
system of wireless telegraphy was the coherer.

The Maskelyne coherer consisted of a metal plate
and two concentric rings. The inner ring was usually
constructed of an insulating material such as
vulcanite. An outer metal ring formed part of the
rocking arm mounted on an insulated pivot. The metal
plate formed a central disc with the two rings fitted
around it concentrically. The faces of all three formed
a circular plane upon which metallic particles or filings
were placed and enclosed in a glass bulb.

In normal coherer operation employed during this
period the initial current acted upon a relay causing an
armature to be held down and contact with the
coherer plate was made. When the initial current
ceased, the armature was released and contact was
broken. The result of this usual arrangement was for a
dot to be represented as a dot on a Morse recording
ribbon but a dash would be represented by a number
of closely printed dots. Nevil wanted to take
advantage of the two contacts made every time a
transmitting key was depressed or released. By taking
advantage of these two impulses the first would cause
a marker to touch the ribbon whilst the second would
take it off the ribbon with the length of time the
transmitting key was depressed regulating the length
of the line on the ribbon. In other words a short
depression would form a dot whilst a longer one
would form a dash.

In order to achieve this result Nevil designed a
receiving circuit where the initial current passing
through a coherer acted upon a relay in which the
armature had a definite and permanent magnetic
polarity. This armature was acted upon by an
electromagnet according to the direction in which the
current had passed. When the current passed as a
result of the first impulse it threw the armature over to
the side of the relay at which it made contact. The
second impulse was made to pass in the other
direction, thus throwing the armature over to the other
side of the relay and breaking contact.

Nevil Maskelyne claimed that by this means the
movements of the transmitting key were perfectly
reproduced in the receiving circuit. In simplest terms
when the key was depressed the reversing armature of
the receiver was also depressed and when the key was
released the armature was also released (figure 8).

4.3 Morse and Type Printing Equipment
The Morse and type printing equipment (see Figure 9)
used in this Maskelyne system of wireless telegraphy
was a masterful piece of mechanical design reflecting
the high standards the family had already achieved
with both Psycho in 1875 and the Maskelyne
typewriter of 1892.

in particular, Nevil designed his system to transmit
messages in the. form of printed characters. To
achieve this each signal was transmitted by means of
two impulses. The first impulse started the printing-
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wheel and the second impulse stopped it when the
proper character was facing the recording ribbon. The
drum of the printer was driven by means of a spring
barrel. The same printing mechanism was used in
both the transmitting and receiving apparatus.

5. Wireless and the Art of Magic
To understand how Nevil Maskelyne ended up at
loggerheads with Guglielmo Marconi and his company
it is instructive to initially consider the relationship
between wireless and the art of magic at the end of
the nineteenth century.

Like the Maskelyne’s introduction of ‘black magic’
to the Egyptian Hall 10 years earlier, Marconi’s famous
‘black box’ created a sensation in London when it was
first demonstrated in 1896. These two events had
more than just the word ‘black’ in common. Both
relied on theatricality, Showmanship and science to
capture the public’s imagination. But whilst the
Maskelynes’ black magic was simply illusion, Marconi
fought to establish the scientific credibility of his
invention against a tide of scepticism.

The apparently magical qualities of wireless
telegraphy were clearly employed to promote its use
from the very first public demonstration of Marconi's
invention at the Toynbee Hall in East London in

- December 1896”. At that demonstration William
Preece of the General Post Office used a transmitter

hidden in a black box to signal to a bell enclosed in
another black box carried by Guglielmo Marconi in the
audience. This and other subsequent demonstrations
polarised the community. The general public, on the
one hand, was entranced by the demonstrations. As a
consequence Marconi’s popularity and notoriety
increased in the general press. The scientific
community were more guarded in their response.
Leading scholars, such as Oliver Lodge, remained
sceptical referring simply to Marconi's ‘secret box’”.

Marconi responded to this public adulation by
developing grander and more spectacular
demonstrations of wireless telegraph. This
commenced with the Salisbury Plains experiments of
March 1897 and culminated in the famous
transatlantic leap of 12 December 1901. in effect the
‘show’ became an integral part of the Marconi
Company’s prom'otional strategy”. But the sceptics
followed all the way. Leading articles of the period
continued to question the nature of the Marconi
system“, the so-called syntony weakness” and even

whether the transatlantic signal had ever occurred”.
The Maskelyne’s, for their part, approached the

wireless phenomenon of the late 1890's with a degree
of scepticism borne out of over 30 years experience in
dealing with quacks, Charlatans and Spiritualist fakes
commencing with the Davenport Brothers. In the
1890’s the ‘aether’ upon which Marconi relied was an
unknown medium endowed with almost supernatural
qualities deeply rooted in the Spiritualist concepts of
the times“. As early as 1892 for example both William
Crookes, the President of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, and Oliver Lodge believed that the aether
could be used to contact deceased relatives”. in 1893
Nikola Tesla suggested that mental telepathy could be
conducted by waves similar to those discovered by
Hertz a few years before“. Coupled to this awareness
of spiritualism was the Maskelyne’s own detailed
knowledge of magic and illusion. J.N. and Nevil knew
how to use applied science to create illusions and had
mastered these arts at the workshops of the Egyptian
Hall. They also knew how to turn these illusions into
entertaining shows for the theatre going public of
London. As a consequence Nevil Maskelyne was
ideally positioned to challenge the bona fides of
Marconi and his wireless telegraphy system.

6. Marconi, Maskelyne and the Cable Companies
Not all of the scepticism surrounding wireless
telegraphy was driven by a spirit of academic enquiry
and debate promoted within the scientific community
by people such as Oliver Lodge. Lurking in the
background were the great cable companies whose
commercial interests were threatened by wireless
(Figure 10). The Electrician said as much in its
reporting of Marconi's signals first crossing the
Atlantic when it noted that the achievement
represented “no serious competition with submarine
telegraphy’W.

it was the Anglo-American Telegraph Company who
had initially forced Marconi to relocate from the United
States to Canada prior to the transatlantic
experiments of December 1901“. in the United
Kingdom the Eastern Telegraph Company (hereafter
ETC) responded equally quickly to Marconi’s
transatlantic success. By January 1902 Sir John Wolfe
Barry of the ETC was able to report to a meeting of
his company on the role of wireless telegraphy in its
future business. According to Wolfe Barry, wireless
telegraphy was seen as an adjunct to the cable
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9 and 9a: Some of Maskelyne’s
many diagrams for Morse and
type printing equipment
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business, best suited to providing ship-to—shore
communications of up to 100 miles. The ETC
supported its position by referring to the opinions of
Oliver Lodge and William Preece, who had recently
prepared reports for the ETC on the limitations of
wireless telegraphy”.

In early February 1902 the ETC distilled these
opinions into what they termed the ‘commercial test’
for wireless telegraphy. Based on the opinions supplied
to the ETC by Lodge and Preece, Wolfe Barry
formulated a test aimed at allegedly evaluating the
relative merits of cable and wireless telegraphy. Wolfe
Barry advocated that the essential conditions of an
efficient telegraphic system were:
1) speed of transmission
2) avoidance of error
3) secrecy and trustworthiness under all circumstances
of climate, locality and natural electrical conditions.

The London-based press applied the-‘commercial
test’ to wireless telegraphy and concluded "The
shareholders in the different cable companies would
be well advised to retain their holdings as, if anything,
the values of their shares should increase in the future
with expanding business”‘°. The Anglo-American
Telegraph Company supported Wolfe Barry’s remarks
at its Ordinary General Meeting also held in late
February 1902“.

Guglielmo Marconi reacted angrily to Wolfe Barry's
remarks at the Fifth Annual General Meeting of the
Marconi Company held on 20 February 1902 and
issued a direct challenge to Lodge and Preece
regarding the interception of messages from Marconi-
equipped stations ‘2. Marconi issued the challenge in
the following terms:

If, on my return [from Canada], either Sir W.H.
Preece or Prof. Lodge, being of the opinion that,
within the space of, say a week, after due notice given
to me, he could succeed in intercepting and reading
messages to be provably transmitted by me, at stated
times, within that period between two of my stations

he would so far as I am concerned, be quite
welcome to do so“.

One week later The Electrician weighed into the
argument, tacitly supporting the cable companies by
baldly stating that it had “never occurred to us to look
upon wireless telegraphy as a probable, nor even a
practically possible, competitor with the long-distance
submarine cable. On the contrary, we have always
considered it a feeder of the cable, or as capable of

serving in places where ordinary cable telegraphy is
impracticable.” “ Citing recent experiments
undertaken by Guglielmo Marconi onboard the
steamship Philadelphia, Cuthbert Hall responded,
arguing that signals had been received aboard the
vessel at a distance of 1,551 miles and that this was
sufficient evidence to rebut the criticisms published in
The Electrician’s leading article.

Into this environment stepped Nevil Maskelyne. In
January 1902 Wolfe Barry had told shareholders of the
ETC that “we have in our eye at this moment a
[wireless] station of our own.” ‘5 The ETC Board Minutes
subsequently record that Nevil Maskelyne conducted
wireless telegraphy experiments and put an “installation
proposal” to the company in June 1902. Land was
subsequently leased by the ETC in July 1902 “200
yards parallel to the cliff and 75 yards deep” ‘5 at
Porthcurno in Cornwall, the site of an ETC cable
station. Porthcurno was only 18 miles from Marconi’s
station at Poldhu. A wireless mast was erected and by
August 1902 Nevil Maskelyne had set up a temporary
wireless station at the Porthcurno site using a 25 feet
high collecting circuit raised on a scaffold pole. This
temporary structure was later replaced with a pitch-pine
mast possibly 170 feet in height.“7

In the period July to September 1902 the Marconi
Company undertook a series of wireless telegraphy
experiments between Poldhu and the Italian war vessel
Carlo Alberto. A report written by Lieutenant Luigi Solari
of the Italian navy on these experiments was published
in The Electrician on 24 October 1902‘”. Whilst the
journal accepted that there was now “undisputed
evidence” that wireless telegraphy signals had been
carried 750 miles it also revealed that the Poldhu
transmissions had been intercepted by another station
in England, thus highlighting the continuing lack of
secrecy despite advances in syntony‘“. On 28 October
Cuthbert Hall replied to these allegations, restating
Marconi’s earlier challenge to Lodge and Preece and
denying that the signals from Poldhu had been
intercepted? 'By 31 October The Electrician was
prepared to publish the intercepted messages in its next
edition and cited Porthcurno as the point of interception.

On 7 November 1902 The Electrician revealed that
Nevil Maskelyne had intercepted the Marconi signals
from Poldhu at the ETC Porthcurno wireless station. In
an article in the journal Nevil specifically disputed
Solari’s claims, using as an example a series of
messages from the Italian Embassy in London which
were said to have been perfectly received aboard the
Carlo Alberto at 4.30pm. on 9 September 1902. In
fact Nevil claimed that the signalling from Poldhu had
actually commenced at 9.00pm. on 6 September
(some 55 hours earlier) and had been intercepted at
Porthcurno at that time.51 Subsequent evidence has
demonstrated that there were many problems
experienced during the Carlo Alberto experiments,
including Czar Nicholas of Russia being shown copies
of messages on board allegedly from Poldhu which
came from another room on the ship and Marconi
himself destroying wireless equipment on the vessel.52

A number of points that Nevil raised in his reply to
Solari’s report were close to those generally raised by
the ETC in its promotion of the ‘commercial test’ 8
months before. Firstly, the transmission speed of 15
words per minute was disputed, with Nevil proposing
that the normal operating speed of Poldhu was 5
words per minute. Secondly, errors were present in the
Poldhu signals due to atmospheric interference and
the superposition of two sets of signals. Thirdly, even
a small station such as Porthcurno was capable of
“tapping" the Poldhu signal, thus bringing into
question Marconi’s claims to achieving ‘syntony under
the 7777 tuning patent. Nevil put the position bluntly;
“Can Mr Marconi so tune his Poldhu station that,
working every day and all day, it does not affect the
station at Porthcurnow [sic]” 53.



Cuthbert Hall reacted to Nevil's allegations on 19
November by questioning the authenticity of the
Porthcurno evidence. In pointed comments directed at
both Nevil and cable telegraph interests, Cuthbert Hall
argued that cable signals could also be easily
intercepted and that a conclusive test for wireless had
already been proposed by Marconi at the meeting of
shareholders held on 20 February 1902. Nevil
Maskelyne countered in vitriolic terms, attacking the
veracity of the Marconi Company's claims to syntony
at all ranges and turning on Cuthbert Hall himself:

‘Clearly Mr Hall is between the horns of a dilemma.
He must either say I am a liar and a forger, or he must
accept the situation, as set forth in my article. When,
in the course of a fortnight or three weeks, he can find
time to read this letter, perhaps he will be good
enough to state which alternative he proposes to
adopt. If it be the former, I shall know how to deal with
him. If it be the latter, the airy fabric of over-sanguine
and visionary expectation, which we have so long
been called upon to accept as a structure of solid
fact, must fall to the ground’.“

Despite the vitriolic nature of such comments
Nevil's campaign was starting to have an impact on
Marconi's claims and Cuthbert Hall’s continually
defensive responses were simply compounding the
problem. in a thinly veiled criticism of the Marconi
Company’s claims in a leading article in The
Electrician entitled ‘Progress in Wireless Telegraph
Systems’ published on the same day as Nevil’s
response to Cuthbert Hall, it was concluded that after
two years of invention and experimentation by
Marconi, Tesla, Blondel, Fessenden, Lodge and
Muirhead perfect syntony was still elusive and wireless
was “as far from displacing the older industries it set
out to rival as it was two years ago” 55.

Sir John Wolfe Barry used the half-yearly Annual
General Meeting of the ETC in late January 1903 as a
platform to renew his attack on both Marconi and his
wireless telegraphy system. Wolfe Barry doubted that
wireless would ever become a serious rival to cable,
pointing to the recent use of cable rather than Marconi
wireless telegraphy for a response by King Edward to
the United States President Roosevelt.56 Almost on
cue the Anglo-American Telegraph Company launched
a simultaneous attack on the Marconi wireless
telegraphy system and its’ alleged lack of secrecy at
its Ordinary General Meeting held on 6 February.
Anglo-American targeted what it perceived as the
three weaknesses of wireless — accuracy, secrecy and
speed”. in other words a restatement of the
‘commercial test’ that the cable companies had
promoted one year before.

Guglielmo Marconi, who had been in the United
States on business, replied to these criticisms upon
his return to the United Kingdom on 9 February 1903.
In a widely-published interview, given by Marconi in
Liverpool that day, he was able to shift the public
debate about the future of wireless telegraphy by
conceding that “no attempt at secrecy" had been
made during the Carlo Alberto experiments and boldly
predicted that a commercial transatlantic wireless
service was only a few months away. Marconi stated
that “In about three months’ time I believe the public
will be able to take their messages into an office and
ask that they shall be sent across the Atlantic by
wireless telegraphy“. By admitting the possibility of
tapping Marconi was turning the wireless debate
around to focus on the emerging reality of a
transatlantic wireless service and therefore attacking
the cable companies at their commercial heart. Over
the next two weeks Marconi publicly reinforced the
strong future of wireless in a visit to the King and in a
speech to the influential Savage Club in London“.

It was now becoming increasingly apparent to the
cable companies that the ‘commercial test’ of 1902
was insufficient to deal with the prospect of wireless

telegraphy becoming competitor on the profitable
Atlantic trunk route. in mid February 1903 Sir Wolfe
Barry called upon the Marconi Company to
demonstrate “what they can do across the Atlantic” to
an impartial scientific jury“. By March a new test,
known as the “Vindex” challenge had emerged“. The
Vindex challenge anonymously laid down to the
Marconi Company was that:
a) within 14 days a message was to be sent from the
United States to Poldhu,
b) the message was to be sent at a fixed time,
c) the message that was to be handed to the
American operator and was to be unknown,
d) the message was to be no more than five words
and be framed by a jury of disinterested and
prominent Americans, and
e) four disinterested London newspaper editors were
to receive the message sent”.

But by this stage Marconi was not interested in further
challenges or tests. He simply responded by indicating
that commercial arrangements were almady in place with
the Canadian Government at half the cost per word of
cable and that a service was to be established for a
London daily newspaper later that month”.

Privately the cable companies were coming to grips
with their new competitor, at least for short ship-to-
ship/shore communications. The ETC Board minutes
for March 1903 recorded “wireless telegraph
experiments between our Porthcurnow [sic] station and
the cable-ship Mirror” and the Directors further resolved
that wireless telegraph installations be sent out to all
the Company's important (overseas) stations“. Two sets
of equipment produced by the Lodge-Muirhead
Syndicate were installed in the ships Patrol and
Restorer for the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company
(an ETC subsidiary) in March 1903 prior to them sailing
to Borneo to undertake cable laying for the Dutch
Government“. The ETC also continued with
experimental work with the Maskelyne System and by
May 1903 Reginald Fessenden had solicited the ETC
regarding his system of wireless telegraphy“.

Nevil Maskelyne remained unmoved in the shifts in
the public and private debate on wireless telegraphy
during the early part of 1903. Whilst loosely aligned
with cable interests, Nevil’s dogmatic approach
suggests that he was driven more by a genuine
conviction that some fraud, forgery or deception
underpinned the claims about the Marconi System
coupled to the fact that he believed the Marconi
Company had never properly addressed his tapping
allegations. In responding to the Marconi interview of
9 February Nevil was consistent with his November
1902 position regarding tapping at Porthcurno and
remained highly critical of Cuthbert Hall”. Intensive
development work with the ETC continued on the
Maskelyne System at PorthCurno during March 1903
although Nevil kept details of his system deliberately
sketchy“. The selection of the Lodge-Muirhead
apparatus for two of its vessels indicates a deliberate
decision taken by the ETC to spread commercial risk
by investing in a range of new wireless technology.
It may also indicate a further marginalising of Nevil
Maskelyne by the ETC similar to the Marconi-Lloyd’s
negotiations of 1901. Whether this marginalisation
was the result of technical or commercial deficiencies
in the Maskelyne System is not clear. But faced with
the prospect of being alienated from one-time
supporters for the second time in two years Nevil
planned yet another public assault on the credibility
of the Marconi Company.

7. The Royal Institution Jamming Incident
of 4 June‘9
Professor John Ambrose Fleming, who had been
retained by Marconi as a scientific adviser, planned to
give two public lectures at the Royal Institution in
London on “Electric Resonance and Wireless
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Telegraphy”. The first lecture, which took place on 28
May 1903, illustrated through a series of
demonstrations, the fundamental principles of electric
transmission through space”. The second lecture,
delivered on 4 June, concentrated on aspects of
wireless telegraphy including a description of various
receiving apparatus such as the Branley coherer,
Marconi’s magnetic receiver, the de Forest electrolytic
detector, Solari's mercury detector and the Lodge-
Muirhead arrangement. The lecture then went on to
consider the possibility of tuning transmitters and
receivers to allow simultaneous telegraphic
communications between different stations without
interference. During the lecture wireless
communication was continued between the Royal
institution and University College London (a distance
of 1_ miles) and between the Royal Institution and
Marconi’s factory at Chelmsford. The Chelmsford
transmissions were said to be re-transmitted
messages sent by Marconi from Poldhu“.

Fleming was the first to suggest that the 4 June
demonstration had not gone as planned. In a letter to
The Times written on 8 June and published 11 June
Professor Fleming revealed that a deliberate attempt
had been made to “wreck the exhibition” and that he
had evidence that it was the work of a skilled
telegraphist. Fleming accused the perpetrators of
“scientific hooliganism“. On 12 June Nevil Maskelyne
wrote to The Times revealing that “I  have no hesitation
in admitting my complicity as an accessory before the
fac ” in interfering with the Fleming demonstration”. In
a series of press interviews Nevil explained his actions
in terms of the original Marconi challenge of 20
February 1902. According to Nevil, Marconi claimed
that 1) messages sent by the Marconi system could
not be tapped and 2) working of the Marconi system
could not be interfered with. With his Carlo Alberto
evidence of November 1902 Nevil had proven tapping
was possible and saw that “having supplied the proof,
the Marconi people rather receded from the point, and
emphasised the second one - namely that the
messages could not be interfered with“. Nevil’s
justification for interfering with the Fleming
demonstration was to complete the second part of the
Marconi challenge and to show “that a simple untuned
radiator upsets the ‘tuned' Marconi receiver”. In these
actions Nevil claimed to act in the public interest“.

Nevil then went on to explain what actually
happened on 4 June. Whilst Fleming's lecture had
commenced at 5.00pm. Nevil did not commence
sending messages from the roof of the nearby
Egyptian Hall until a few minutes before 6.00pm. and
Fleming’s lecture ended soon thereafter. The
messages sent by Nevil that evening were captured by
a number of contemporary sources:

“Rats”
“Now entertain conjecture of a time
When creeping murmur and the poring dark
Fills the wide vessel of the Universe
From camp to camp through the foul womb of night
The hum of either army stilly sounds,
That the fix’d sentinels almost receive
The secret whispers of each other’s watch”
(Shakespeare : Henry V)

“I have possessed your grace of what I purpose
And by our holy Sabbath have I sworn
To have the due and forfeit of my bond“
(Shakespeare : Merchant of Venice)

“There was a young fellow of Italy
Who diddled the public quite prettily”"

Professor Fleming responded to Nevil’s justification by
denying that the demonstration involved syntony at all.
Fleming stated that Nevil had “made a gratuitous and

erroneous assumption that the apparatus l was using
on the lecture table of the Royal Institution was a
syntonic apparatus“. Fleming then went on to
unsuccessfully try to distinguish his ‘scientific’
demonstration at the Royal Institution from the
‘commercial’ application of syntony by the Marconi
Company. The distinction was largely academic, as
Fleming’s name was by now synonymous with that of
Marconi and his commercial ventures. Fleming was in
trouble and the Marconi Company knew it. Cuthbert
Hall intervened, attempting to downplay the
importance of Nevil’s “counter demonstration”?

Some commentators attempted to directly link the
jamming incident to cable interests. The British
politician John Henniker Heaton suggested that “a great
cable company is concerned in the operations
complained o ’30. Nevil was quick to deny this
inference, given his connection with the ETC, and
publicly stated that “For what has been done I, and I
alone, am responsible” 8 ‘ .  He did however continue to
express the opinion, consistent with that of the cable
companies, that wireless telegraphy’s “only practical
utility was the signalling between ship to shore, or some
outlying station which could not be reached by cable” ‘2.

A secondary controversy over the 4 June
demonstrations at the Royal Institution engulfed
Professor Fleming and Nevil Maskelyne again in July
1903. As part of a series of wireless telegraphy
demonstrations given on the morning of 4 June.
signals were sent by Marconi at Poldhu to Professor
Dewer at the Royal Institution via Chelmsford. Nevil
disputed certain discrepancies between the wording
of messages sent from Poldhu to Chelmsford
compared to the final wording received by Fleming at
the Royal Institution. Using evidence gathered at
Porthcurno on the Poldhu signals that day, Nevil was
able to infer that the signals were never sent from
Poldhu and may have simply originated from
Chelmsford”. Neither Fleming nor the Marconi
Company responded to this final allegation.

The controversies of 4 June 1903 had both
immediate and longer-term consequences for the
Marconi Company. Fleming's mishandling of the
controversy damaged the Marconi Company’s
reputation, particularly in relation to its claims
regarding syntony. Nevil had managed to undermine
the credibility of both Fleming as a ‘showman’ and the
more sensational claims of the Marconi System. It is
little wonder that Marconi took personal charge of the
Royal visit to Poldhu on 18 July 1903'“ and failed to
renew Fleming’s contract as scientific advisor with the
Company in December that same year“. The Marconi
‘show’ would never be the same again. Nevil on the
other hand to a large extent weathered the storm with
his reputation intact. He was the first person to meet
both legs of the Marconi challenge first laid down on
20 February 1902, had undermined Marconi’s chief
scientific advisor in the process, and raised some
serious doubts in the public’s mind regarding the
Marconi system.

Leeds Vintage Audio Show
at Ramada Jarvis Hotel,

Seacroft Roundabout A64, Leeds.
Tel 0113 273 2323.

1 0am-5pm

F I a.
E I‘I I

£2 entry after 10am
25 early entry (98m onwards).



Letters '

Dear Editor,

Lord Reith revisited.

Whilst exploring a junk shop in France I came
across some Weekly Illustrated magazines
from 1935 (perhaps a pre-war, ex-pat has
died I thought). A weekly column by Hannen
Swaffer, under the title, I've Met Them All gave
an interesting essay on Sir John Reith:

Of all the post-war reputations, Sir John
Reith’s is not only the most remarkable, but
one of the most unsullied. You can criticise his
pro-Government sympathies. I often do. So
do thousands of Antis. But as we Antis may
become the Pros when the Government
changes, well then, perhaps, the other fellows
may complain. Besides, when you think of it,
who else is there who, in 1922, when wireless
was turned into a privately-owned BBC, could
have taken on the job and, in a few years,
have built up a monopoly that has permeated
every phase of the country's life, and done it
with a minimum of criticism!

When Reith took the reins, there were only
250,000 wireless listeners. ln twelve years he
turned the figure into nearly 7,000,000. Twelve
years ago, he was utterly unknown, the son of
a Glasgow manse, a man whose grandfather,
once a wheelwright, had worked his way up
till he became manager of the Grand Trunk
Railway. Sir John won no prizes in school
where, indeed, he was a nonentity. But, called
up as a Territorial Officer in 1914, he became
a major and then, when wounded, got a
position from which, after the war, he sold to
America, for the Government, $1 1,000,000
worth of unwanted Army stores. Then, when
manager of Beardmore works near Glasgow,
he heard of the BBC job. It was in Sir William
Noble’s gift. Reith wrote a letter applying, and
then, turning up Sir William in “Who's Who,”
saw that he was born in Aberdeen. Opening
the letter, he added: “PS. I also am an
Aberdonian.” Whether that did it or not, he got
the job. Now many things are said of Sir John
— that he would like to be Viceroy of India, that
there was somebody's idea of a Governor-
Generalship for him behind his South African
trip, that he has militarised the BBC, and that
it is reactionary in policy.

I must again say of him, what I have already
printed, that there is no man I have ever met
who can so easily defend whatever he does.
Had he a sense of humour, he might even
make a fine Prime Minister, that is except that
I do not think he could sacrifice any of his
principles. You may object to them, but he
does not waver. I remember meeting him once
when, because I had addressed the previous
luncheon of the Radio Manufacturers’
Association, I was the guest at the next
meeting, when Sir John was to defend his
programme policy. It was a revelation, an eye-
opener. For nearly an hour, the secretary read
an indictment on the BBC that was based on
the complaints of all the radio manufacturers.
They had been asked to fill up a questionnaire
- what programmes they wanted and did not
want, so that, of course, they could sell more
wireless sets. The indictment sounded

r“ V "
Sir jabs Reith {left} in :‘m:enc.1—»-“ He must atltivme :1 sense of hunters "

unanswerable - until Reith got up. Then,
without a note and without a hesitation, he
spoke for nearly an hour with a fascination
and skill that amazed us all. He quoted a Latin
tag and he used a little bit of Greek. There
was a sprinkling of Shakespeare and, of
course, there must have been a bit of Burns.
But, literally, he smashed the opposition.
When we came out, I said to him, “Well, Sir
John, there is one thing I admire about you, in
addition to your speech today. The other
week, you said that you must not give the
public what they want. That is the tth about
all amusement caterers. They do not know it,
but that is true.” “

It is true of newspapers. It is true of people
who stage revues. They must always give the
public not what they want, but something a
little better. By sticking to his Bach
programmes, in spite of protest, and his
Beethoven symphonies, Sir John Reith has
done more to educate the musical taste of
this country than any other man who ever
lived. He has also fought the inane people
who want dance music all day Sunday - as
though it isn't bad enough on week days. And
he has kept the British air British, except
when the dance bands are on...

I met Reith again on the day when there
was a private view of Broadcasting House,
which was the last word in engineering
ingenuity, which was modern enough to have
outside a piece of sculpture by Eric Gill that
would have horrified the Glasgow of Sir
John’s youth. Meeting him in his private room,
I saw that there was over the mantelpiece a
very ordinary painting of Scottish scenery. It
was not the sort of thing I would hang. But it
was a picture of Scotland, and it was given to
Sir John by his mother, who still survives at
the age of 85.

Reith’s position as Dictator of the Air makes
him a sort of a god. His London staff of 600
are of two kinds - those who revere him as a
deity from the distance, and those who,
knowing him, have developed for him an
affectionate regard. Reith has failed in several
ways. While he has built one of the most
efficient machines in the world, he has not
found people who can use it properly. They
stage wireless plays but they have discovered
no wireless dramatist. They have found no
new composer. There is little “Showmanship”
about it. Much of it is baby-boy inanity. Mind
you, it is easy to criticise. I wouldn’t like the
job of having to direct the programmes for
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more than a week or two - of Sir John, this
can be said, that the things he likes himself -
talks, for instance have been arranged the
most efficiently and have, indeed, become
one of the greatest educators in the country.
On the other hand, the things he does not
understand - music-hall programmes, and so
on, still remain just nothing. Oh, those
American noises! Oh, those crooners. Why
doesn’t Reith stop them? When the BBC's
charter expires at the end of 1936, Sir John
Reith will no doubt retire, and with a peerage.
He may take J. H. Whitley's place as
chairman. Col. Alan Dawnay will succeed him.
But then what will Reith do? Almost any
position in the City could be his. But I do not
think his ambitions lie that way, for he is nm a
money grabber. You would not believe it, but
even today, his salary is only 26,000 a year. l
should think he will seek some big job with
the Government. One day, under
rationalisation, the railways will all be merged
in one control. Sir John Reith, unless Josiah
Stamp wants the job, could have that for the
asking. But I think he will be found in the
higher realms of politics.

But he must cultivate a sense of human:
When, at the last dinner of the Radio
Manufacturers’ Association, Col. Moore-
Brabazon said, in the presence of the Pr'mce
of Wales, “The Prince gets more democratic
every year, and Sir John Reith gets more regd,”
Sir John did not, laugh. The Prince did...

P.S. Lord Reith retired as Director General in
1938 to become the Chairman of Imperial
Airways - he was succeeded by F W Ogflvie.

Gordon Williams

Dear Editor,

I was interested in the very thorough aticie on
the Murphy A52. There was, however, no
mention of re—alignment.

Anyone who attempts this will be brought
up by the realisation that it is not actually
possible to do it according to the instructions
in the Manual, which have been be-deviiled by
misprints. A correction sheet was issued by
Murphy, I believe in "Murphy News", which
makes all clear.

A further problem with this set is that
although it is possible to re-align the IF
transformers there is no mention of the
second oscillator, the triode section of V3. If
this is the wrong frequency the second IF will
not come in at the specified 3.1 MHz. There is
no adjustment for this, so I fitted a trimmer.

Murphy, as Mr. Sully found, were not
infallible. I recently had dealings with an A92,
which had somewhat dim short waves. I
discovered that none of the aerial or RF
trimmers did anything. All voltages were OK,
but applying signals to the anode of the RF
stage produced no sound. Comparing the set
with the service data revealed that the switch
was a different type, and I eventually found
that it had been wired up wrongly in several
places. You have to forgive Murphy's -it w
after all 1941 and they had otter thing on
their minds.

Yours sincerely
G.V. Dixon-Nuttell
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Dear Editor,

Experiments with the Two Crystal-full-
wave Crystal Set.

It was said to be capable of producing twice
the output of conventional half-wave crystal
sets. The circuit illustrated is from the Boys
Book of Crystal Sets by W.J. May, Bernards
Radio Manuals 1954. W.J. May said that this
circuit was louder than simple crystal set
circuits because it used all the incoming

Below: A detail of Brian Slade's wireless shack utilsing crocodile clips and terminal blocks to enable quick changes.
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Below: Three sets awaiting repair and restoration.

signal - it being fullwave rectification.
l have never managed to get a louder

output from it. Has anybody got this circuit
to produce a louder signal-output than a
simple crystal set? I have rigged—up a test
bench circuit using crocodile clips and
terminal blocks to enable components
to be changed etc.

I have tried many types of crystal diode,
wound half a dozen coils as stipulated and
wound the aerial coupling windings in—line
with the tuning coils. I also tried winding the

same direction Using 34
SWG enamelied wire, ‘1:
inch diameter former, 4 if?!
inches long.

SOpF trimmers on each
gang may be necessary ‘t
compensate for any
difference between self
capacity of tuning coils.

fim‘mmw’mwwm" ' jfiwm'y ' lfigyf - - - - - - _n33-  _. .
' ;
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aerial coupling over the centre of the tuning
coils; this gave better results but no better
than a good, efficient conventional crystal set.

I have a good aerial and earth system and
more than fifty years experience building
crystal and valve receivers. Why can’t I get
this set to outperform the conventional type
as indicated in the book? If anyone has done
so, I would like to hear from them via these
pages. What am I doing wrong?

Brian Slade

Dear Editor,

Sir Oliver Lodge, Britain's Marconi, by
Dr Colin Sumner. BVWS Bulletin 28(1)
Spring 2000

I would like to add some comments
concerning Dr Sumner's article. Lodge came
from the”Potteries" not the "Black Country“ of
Staffordshire. He did not walk twelve miles to
work, this was my mistake“ in not checking
the transfer of fractions between word-
processors; it should read one and one half
miles. He was, nevertheless, keen on walking,
chopping logs, and had a gym at his
Normanton home. Lodge's mother certainly
did have servants, whom she supervised
rather than employing a housekeeper; a
coachman and his wife as well as a
nursemaid are mentioned specifically in his
autobiography. His mother also spent much
time doing the book-keeping for the business
as well as doing wet-plate photography as a
hobby. The Marconi Co. paid "something over
£20,000" for Lodge's syntony patent out of
which Lodge received £1000 p/a less tax until
the extended patent expired after 7 years,
under the pretence that he was a' consultant
to the Marconi Co.

Letter by Guy Selby-Lowndes. BVWS
Bulletin 28 (2) Summer 2003
It is a popular misconception that Lodge
invented the spark plug. It is certainly not true
and neither he nor his sons ever claimed this.
What he and Alee patented in 1903 was the
"lgnitor", an improved spark-coil capable of
igniting a spark plug even when totally
immersed in water. Yes, it really does work,
as l have demonstrated using an original
Lodge Ignitor. Those of you not intending to
drive across the Channel without using the
Tunnel, or unfamiliar with the ritual of cleaning
damp and dirty plugs, may question the need.
In fact it did get them started in business but
was not successful (or cheap?) enough to be
fitted as standard by a major motor
manufacturer. Nowadays, ignitors based on
the same principle are used industrially and
for igniting jet engines. The Lodge Ignitor
was made for them by Alexander Muirhead,
manufacturer of submarine telegraphy
equipment and later, capacitors, and whose
great nephew now reads the news on R4.

In 1909 Alec and Brodie Lodge started
selling spark plugs designed by themselves
but manufactured by the Sphinx Sparking
Plug Go. By 1912, Lodge Bros claimed to
be the largest British producer, but not until
Bernard Hopps joined the company in 1917
did they actually manufacture their own plugs.
Oliver Lodge was also involved in lightning
protection, electrical stimulation of plant
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Above: Graham Williams’ mysterious Gamages console radio and insides.

growth and electrostatic precipitation of flue
gases. The former were not commercially
successful, but the latter, under Noel and
Lionel Lodge, traded as the Lodge Fume
Deposit Co Ltd, then as Lodge-Cottrell Ltd,
for many decades. I have several blueprints
and construction booklets for 1928/9 Ediswan
3, 4 & 5 valve radios which used to belong to
Noel. It would appear from the annotations
that he might have built “The New RC.
Threesome” which can be “built in an hour or
two for 50/- (£2.50) for the parts”.

“Oliver Lodge and the Invention of Radio” eds Peter
Rowlands & J Patrick Wilson, PD Publications,
Liverpool 1994, pp 4 & 184-191.

J Patrick Wilson

Dear Editor,

I started in the radio, cycle and TV trade as an
apprentice in 1954. I worked on a wide range
of equipment, though radio was the mainstay
to start with. Television soon took precedence
as the money—earner for my employer. But
being a lowly paid apprentice l was often left
to sort out the less profitable radios,
consequently I gained much experience with a
wide range of manufacturers. I went on to run
my own business, which I did for 30 years. I
have now retired. When I sold the business I
‘switched off’ for a while, not wanting
anything to do with the trade. I joined the
BVWS a few years ago and my interest has
returned. I enjoy repairing and rejuvenating
valve equipment.

While I was still trading, a friend, who had
been in the business even longer than i had,
retired. He was at my shop and helped me
clear out a junk room and he took a number
of old radios I had accumulated, ostensibly to
repair them. Recently, some fifteen years later,
his wife wanting room he returned some to
me, with a still-untouched Gamages of

Holbom console radio. l have no recollection
of ever repairing this make, but on
examination I was intrigued to find it
contained valves of a make and numbers
unknown to me and not in any of my old valve
books. The valves were marked: Radio
Record-4v 250v. The frequency changer
AC/OC4, lFamp AC/VHFR Audio amp
detector AC/DDTR, Output AC/PTA and
motifier TW4A.

The only identifying marks on the set are on
the dial where it states BCM Monix 2684/2
and on a plate on the cabinet where it
mentions Made under licence from STC, EMI
etc (see photo) with a number HL33960—5.
l dismantled it and examined the chassis.
It was quite well made to the standard of its
day (I guess mid to late thirties, the valves all
being large seven pin apart from the five pin
rectifier). It Was made with a 14 gauge wire
bus/earth bar set in a square some two inches
off the chassis with the components straight
to the valve base with just a few joints in mid
air. It was in almost original condition but it
had been repaired, I guess shortly after it was
made because there were three very badly
fitted resistors marked Dubilier1 watt which
were about two inches long with larger lead
ends (a type that was obsolete when I started
in the trade). I made continuity checks,
replaced some wiring that had lost its’
insulation, reformed the electrolytics my way
and switched on. After a long delay the set
made quiet noises. It actually worked with just
40 volts HT and had just 6 volts on the anode
of the audio amp. I replaced the audio
coupling capacitor and the voltage and
volume increased a little, I also found that the
common screen decoupling capacitor for FC
and IF was leaking, replacement increased
volume and sensitivity but I still only had 55
volts HT. I left the set running for some hours
and the HT rose to 110v and performance
further improved. Not having any technical
information for the set or valves I was a bit
afraid of doing damage if I increased the HT.
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However, when I checked the the output of
the transformer feeding the full wave rectifier I
found it was 350—0—350 volts, with a huge
loss across the rectifier. I did not have a
suitable 4v valve to hand so I fitted a pair of
silicon diodes with a dropper resistor to
reduce the resulting HT voltage to 200v. The
set now worked extremely well with no
appreciable hum, the speaker mains
energising coil and the 8+16 MFD being a
very effective smoothing circuit. One odd
feature, the extension loudspeaker sockets
were connected between the anode of the
output valve and chassis.

One other point that seemed strange to me
was the way that the loudspeaker was
mounted. From the picture attached you will
note that it looks as though it should have an
elliptical speaker but it has an eight-inch
round one mounted onto a baffle board. Tne
board is mounted to the internal cabinet
supports in such a way that there is a gap of
almost an inch between the board and the
front of the set. This is definitely an origind
feature. The quality of sound from the set is
very good. I have given it a wax polish and my
wife has fallen for it, it now has pride of place
and is in regular use, Radio Wales being the
main station. In use the set suffered from
severe modulation hum, I cured this by adding
a .1 MFD high voltage capacitor across the AC
mains input, a common item in most later
receivers.

My reason behind this diatribe is that I am
very intrigued with this set and would like to
find out more about it, especially a circuit
diagram so that I may identify comectly the
tuning components and realign it accurately. I
am also interested to know if this set has my
value to collectors (though I am not Iook'mg to
part with it) and would be pleased for any
information via the Bulletin.

Graham Williams
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Dear Editor,
The excellent article by Mr Williams on
‘Crystal Sets Revisited’ (Vol.28, No.3) kindled
memories of my own childhood! However, I
am thoroughly puzzled by the photograph of
the Mark IV turner that appears in page 7. I
am the fortunate owner of this particular
crystal set (No. 109) but I do not remember
ever photographing it. How is it that this
splendid photo appeared in this article? The
only other reference to this set that I know of,
appeared in Tony Constable's book on ‘Earfy
Wire/ess’. In page 39 he states: “Towards the
end of the war a Mk IV tuner was made. This
was considerably smaller than the MK "I and
not many of them were made. Fig. 35 shows
the only known surviving example of this set.’
Tony’s set bears the number 137.

Clearly there is now a second set in
existence and I wonder whether there are any
more examples of this marvel of miniaturisation
lurking in other members' collections. I would
also be interested to know of any references to
this set in other books/publications.

Sometime in the future I intend to write an
article for the Bulletin comparing the
performance of these two tuners.

Yours slncerely,
Leon Freris

Editor replies
I suspect that the set is in fact yours, I took
the photograph at the BVWS 25th anniversary
exhibition at the NEC, Birmingham. Many rare
sets were on display and l Ieapt at the chance
of taking pin-sharp photographs of them all.

Dear Editor,
Coke and Coal Wireless Receivers
In the Summer issue of the Bulletin (Vol.28
No.2) Brian Slade mentions some sources of
makeshift wireless crystals, among them
corundum (a purer form of emery) and
suggests as a source a fragment of grinding
wheel. Corundum is crystalline aluminium
oxide (N203). l have never read of its use as
a rectifier and consider it as a non-conductor
for practical purposes. I think he confuses it
with carborundum, which is silicon carbide
(SiC) and a totally different material with well-
known rectifying properties. Crystals for
wireless use were specially selected and
mounted and I am sceptical that the random
assortment found in an abrasive wheel would
contain much of use in this context.

Ian Higginbottom

FOR SALE
VINTAGE RADIO GRILLE CLOTHS

Many patterns to Choose from
Large and small quantities

NEW CLOTHS NOW AVAILABLE
Cabinet fittings - Rexine coverings

Samples available (please send £1.00 stamps for post/packing)

S.W.‘ Chaplin 43 Lime Avenue, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex, 8 "SPA
Tel: 01702 473740

email: sidney@tradradgrilles.freeserve.co.uk

Minutes
Minutes of BVWS Committee meeting held
on Thursday 11th September 2003 at 5
Templewood, Ealing.

Present: Mike Barker (chair), Graham Ten'y, Jeffrey
Borinsky, Ian Higginbottom, Guy Peskett, Terry
Martini, Jeremy Day, Carl Glover (on conference
phone).

1. Apologies for absence: Paul Stenning.

2. The minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 3rd
July 2003 at Templewood were accepted as a true
record after a minor correction.

Matters arising (not dealt with later);
Item 6, MB reported that the auction software
developed by Rob Chapple and Robert Jandy had
performed very well at the last Harpenden meeting.
It was suggested it might prove useful to other
organisations.
Item 8, The trust deed for the Vintage Wireless
Museum was ready to be submitted to the Charity
Commissioners on 21 st August.

3. GT reported that the paid up membership stood
at 1669 including complimentaries and that data on
non-renewals had now been archived. Membership
application forms were being distributed at every
Opportunity. the latest being at a national Trust
event at PoIsden Lacey, and there was a steady
trickle of new members.

4. JB reported that the Society’s cash balance
stood at £15,943 (before the addition of £891 profit
from the last Harpenden meeting). He regarded the
figure as satisfactory for this time in the Society’s
year.

5. CG reported that the Autumn Bulletin had been
delivered to the printers and would be in member’s
hmds before the NVCF. Work on the winter edition
was in progress.

6. A discussion took place focusing on purchases
at swapmeets being made Inside the hall by
stallholders before the official start time. It was
decided
(i) That a large print copy of the byelaw governing
this aspect of swapmeets “ that once goods have
been brought into the hall they may not be
purchased until after the start of the event has been
announced" would be issued to all staIIhoIders.
0i) The following penalties would be imposed for
breaches, immediate ejection from the meeting on
the first offence, immediate ejection and bans from
the next three Society meetings for a subsequent
offence, and expulsion from the Society for further
offences.

7. TM reported that the preparations for the
Society’s first NVCF to be held on 28th September
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were proceeding satisfactorily. So far about 70% of
the tables had been booked and bookings were
coming in much as expected. The collector’s guide
was at the printers and would be available on the
Monday before the event and a PDF version was
ready to be put onto the web site. He expressed
the view that the role of the guide could be
expanded, particularly as the Society owns the
rights to the Sound and Wsion Yearbook. For future
events it would be useful if credit card payment
could be made for tables. MB proposed a vote of
thanks for all the hard work that had gone into the
preparations and looked fonrvard to a successful
event.

8. The Christmas CD was discussed. It was realised
that the Campbell footage might not be available in
time: MB will contact Simon Vaughan to check on
the position. Alternatives were considered. Thanks
to work by TM the Mullard film on valve production
and a promotional film showing the production of
the Ultra Tiger radio of 1932 could be transferred to
CD. It remained to sort out the copyright position. A
DVD of the films (of higher quality) could be
produced but probably not in time.

9. A03
(i) GP will take over as newsletter editor following
an announcement in the Vlfinter Bulletin.
(ii) It was agreed that the Society would pay for the
firm that provides the tables for Harpenden
meetings to set them out.
(iii) JB reported he had contacted the City of
London Phonograph and Gramophone Society with
a view to them occasionally having a guest stall at
our meetings. It was agreed we would welcome
them.
(iv) It was proposed that a portrait in oils of Gerry
Wells be commissioned. It was agreed to explore
possible artists and costs.
(v) JD reported that the take up of pre-registration
tickets, re-introduced for the last Harpenden
meeting had been disappointing and he would
discontinue the scheme. Only thirteen tickets were
issued as pre bookings.
(vi) JD agreed to search for Halls, larger than the
Harpenden Hall, in the area to the north west and
north of London, which might be suitable for
Society events as the Harpenden venue has been
out grown.
(vii) It was agreed that members who had to be
present to help run events would be entitled to
claim expenses.

The next meeting was set for December 4th at the
Vintage Wireless Museum,
The meeting closed at 11.35 pm.

We want your
articles!

Share your interests with your fellow
BVWS and 405 Alive members.

We accept: Type, handwriting, fax,
email, floppy disc, CD

Send your articles to:
Carl Glover, 33 Rangers Square, London SE10 8HFi

Tel/Fax: 020 8469 2904
bulletin, _editor@bvws.org.uk
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Soon to be available: Test Card Generator and other channels.
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DOMINO 405 Line Standards Converter.

Fully built and tested ready for use, in a high quality metal case. 203 x
177 x 65mm.
Converts 625 line video source to 405 line black and white video and
VHF signal on Band 1 dlannel 1 (Alexanth'a Palace)
The converter will convert off air (live) transmissions received via the
tuner of a VCR, VHS or DVD.
Digital conversion using 2 line interpolation and built in crystal
controlled modulator to produce high quality linear, stable pictmen
18dB attenuator supplied to match the high converter output toyou'
television.
Powered by 12V DC power unit, supplied
Specifications:
625 line video input via BNC comector at 1W7!) ohm
405 line video output via BNC connector at/75 ohm
Audio input via Phone connecter
405 line VHF output via coaxial connector at 75 ohms.
Output on VHF band. 1 channel 1 at approx 200 millivolts p-p.
Vision 45 MHz. Sound 41.5 MHz.

405 Line Standards Converter £400 (inc. P+P within the UK)
Please make cheques payable to Malcolm Everiss with your name and address on the. back and send to the following address:
26 Castleton Road, Swindon. Wiltshire. SN5 SGD. Tel: 01793 886062 or 01793 877927 Email: malcohn@malcglmandmunconk

All equipment is hand built and tested and comes complete with a 12 months guarantee that covers faulty components and labour.
This does not cover any transport costs for the return of  the equipmmt nor accidental damage to the equipment on your part however
caused. The guarantee will be void if the case seals are tampered with. All equipment is dispatched Within 30 days of receiving your

Ed i t  a
Norman Sh  . a ;
and  M: l en

AUDIOJUMBLE
2004

ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:-
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE

TONBRIDGE, KENT.

SUNDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 2004
' 10.30AM - 4.30PM

STALLS £25430 ADMISSION 53-00
9:30am Early Entry £10-00

BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN WALKING 0mm

*VALVEAMPS * TUNERS "' RECORDS‘
"’ SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS *

* BOOKS “' CASSETTE DECKS * C.D. PLAY!” *

www.audiojumble.co.uk
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Packed full of Nostalgic Radio Articles
and Pictures, Many in Colour Radio

Days will Delight Your Eyes!
Available only by subscription from The Radlophlle.

Sample Copy £4*. Please send cheque to:

The Radiophile, “Larkhfll”, Newport Road,
Woodseaves, Stafford, ST20 ONP.

*UK and BPPO; all other territories £5 (Sterling, please)
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Back issues
Vol 10 Numbers 2, 3 & 4 Inc. The
KB Masterpiece, Extinct Species “A
Monster Defiant”.
Vol 11 Numbers 1,  2, 3, 4 Inc. BTH
VR3 (1924) receiver, Marconi’s 1897
tests, Origin of the term ‘Radio’,
Baird or Jenkins first with TV?

‘Vol  12 Numbers 1 ,  2,  3,  4 Inc. the
Emor Globe, The Fultograph, Ekco
Coloured Cabinets.
Vol 13 Numbers 1 ,  2,  3 Inc. Direct
action tuning, The Philips 2514,
Noctovision.
Vol 14  Numbers 1 ,  2, 3, 4 Inc. Cable
broadcasting in the 1930’s, The story
of the Screen Grid.
Vol 15 Numbers 2, 3, 4 Inc. The

wartime Civilian Receiver, Coherers in
action, Vintage Vision.
Vol 16 Numbers 1, 2,  3,  4 Inc. The
Stenode, The Philips 2511, Inside the
Round Ekcos.
Vol 17 Numbers 1, 3, 4 ,  5, 6 Inc.
Wattless Mains Droppers, The First
Philips set, Receiver Techniques.
Vol 18 Numbers 3, 4, 5 Inc. The First
Transistor radio, The AVO Valve
tester, The way it was.
Vol 19 Numbers 1, 2,  3 ,4 ,  5, 6. Inc.
The Birth of the Transistor. Super
Inductance and all that, reflex
circuits, A Murphy Radio display,
restoration.
Vol 20 Numbers 1,  2, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
Radio Instruments Ltd., Japanese
shirt pocket radios, Philcc ‘peoples
set’, notes on piano-keys, the story

A

FADIOCIQAFIJ’

YOUR WIRELESS
RESTORED

FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE

NATIONAL COLLECTIONS
INSTANT QUOTES ON-LINE

Customers include Harrods, the BBC

and leading collectors worldwide

Click on

www.vintage-wireless.com
I for the interests biggest directory of vintage suppliers

I to buy or sell your radio, with colour illustration - FREE I
I to see Vintage TV, Retrovisors 8 new Inventions

a to book your own high-class radio restoration

and much more

DADIOCDAFI'
Main Street Sedgeberrow WR11 7UP

. 01386 882280 07876 298019
email: steveQradlocraft.co.uk

of Pilot Radio, the Ever Ready
company from the inside, the
Cambridge international, the AWA
Radiolette, this Murphy tunes itself!
Vol 21 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. Marconi
In postcards, the Defiant M900, GPO
registration Nos, Personal portables.
the transmission of time signals by
wireless, the Ekco A23, historic
equipment from the early marine era,
the birth pains of radio, inside the
BM20, plastics, Ferdinand Braun,
pioneer of wireless telegraphy, that was
the weekend that was, the first bakelite
radios, BVWS - the first five years, the
world of cathedrals, Pam 710.
Vol 22 Numbers 1, 2,  3, 4 Inc.
Another AD65 story, the
Marconiphone P208 & P178,
listening in, communication with
wires, the story of Sudbury radio
supply, French collection, Zenith
Trans-oceanics, Famham show,
Alba’s baby, the first Murphy
television receiver, AJS receivers,
Fellows magneto Company, Ekco
R83, Black Propaganda.
Vol 23 Numbers 1,  2, 3, 4 Inc.
Sonora Sonorette, Bush SUG3,
RNAS Transmitter type 52b, North
American ‘Woodies’, Why collect
catalin, Pilot Little Maestro, Theremin
or Electronde, The Radio
Communication Company, Early FM
receivers, an odd Melody Maker,
Black propaganda.
Vol 24 Numbers 1 ,  2, 3, 4 Inc. The
Superhet for beginners, Triode valves
in radio receivers, History of GEC and
the Marconi - Osram valve, KB FB10,

Great Scottsl, Riders manuals.
Vol 25 Numbers 1 ,  2, 3, 4 Inc.
Repair of an Aerodyne 302, Henry
Jackson, pioneer of Wireless
communication at sea, Zenith 500
series, Confessions of a wireless
fiend, RGD B2351, John Bailey 1938
Alexandra palace and the BBC, Ekco
during the phony war, Repairing a
BTH loudspeaker, The portable radio
in British life.
Vol 26 Numbers 1 ,  2 Inc. How green
was your Ekco?, The Amplion
Dragon, Crystal gazing, The BWVS
at the NEC, Installing aerials and
earths, novelty radios, Machine-age
Ekco stands of the 1930s,
Volksempfanger; myth and reality.

Supplements:
1 ‘The story of Burndept’.
2 ‘WW 1927 data sheet'
3 ‘Seeing by wireless’ the story of
Baird Television
4 Reproduction Marconi catalogue

Earlier Bulletins and supplements are
priced at 22:00 each + postage.
Bulletins from volume 21 onwards
are priced at £2.50 each. + postage.

Postage:
for individual Bulletins add 50p, for 2-5
bulletins add £1, for 6 or more add an
extra 20p each. 23 Romdale Road,
West Dulwlch London SE21 8DS
Telephone 020 8670 3667.

Cheques to be made payable to
‘The Vintage Wireless Museum’.
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News and Meetings
The keeper of the list
Martyn Bennett still has the role of custodian of the BVWS list of GPO
Registration Numbers. As many members will know the project of assembling
this list was started in the early days of the BVWS and, more recently, has been
enthusiastically carried on by Pat Leggatt. Members are strongly urged to help
build the list, whenever they get the opportunity, particularly as it is something
that will help with the identification of vintage wireless in years to come. The list
is by no means complete and the GPO no longer have a record of the numbers
granted to wireless manufacturers. The BVWS Handbook contains the current
listings - one in numerical order and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn
have any additions, or suggestions for corrections, by mail or over the phone.

Contact address:
Martyn Bennett, 58 Church Road, Fleet, Hampshire GU13 BLB-
telephone: 01252-613660
e-mail: martyBGglobalnetcouk

Wartime Clandestine Radio
BVWS member John Elgar-Whimsy will be giving a talk on wartime
clandestine radio at Bletchley Park on 2nd February 2004 from
19.30 to 21.30.

The history of Teddington Studios
The Twickenham Museum is now offering by post three highly
recommended items of interest to our readers. These are an illustrated
book (over 100 picture/diagrams), a one hour PAL VHS colour video-
tape (covering 1880 to 1990) and a CD Rom (300 pictures, including
those in the book) which trace the history of Teddington Studios. These
items were meticulously compiled by ex-training manager, John Tasker
from large archive materials. The studios began as Glasshouse film
studios, leading up to the years which meant ABC and Thames
Television, which are covered in detail. Many interesting facts are
uncovered. Did you know that in 1944 the studios were almost
destroyed by an enemy bomb?

The proceeds from the sale of these items go to the Museum and
the cost of each item is only £5 per Book, Tape or CD (plus 91 each
for postage).

Obtainable from: Twickenham Museum, 25 The Embankment,
Twickenham. Also from: John Tasker, 9 Breamwater Gardens,
Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 78F

2004 meetings
24th Jan 2004 Easton in Gordano, Bristol
7th March 2004 Harpenden auction and AGM
4th April 2004 Vintage Audio Show at Ramada Jarvis Hotel, Seacroft
Roundabout A64, Leeds. Tel 0113 273 2323. 10—5 22 after 10, 9.5 before.
2nd May 2004 NVCF
Stall bookings/Details: NVCF: 1228  Cannon Street Road, London E1 2LH
Tel: 07947 460161 http://www.nvcf.org.uk
5th June 2004 Gerald Wells’ garden party
6th June 2004 Harpenden swapmeet
4th July 2004 Wootton Bassett, Swindon
12th September 2004 Harpenden swapmeet
10th October 2004 NVCF
Stall bookings/Details: NVCF: 1228  Cannon Street Road, London E1 2LH
Tel: 07947 460161 http://www.nvcf.org.uk
21st November 2004 Harpenden Swapmeet
5th December 2004 Wootton Bassett, Swindon

New Articles
If you have anything interesting to say oonceming Wireless, Television,
Broadcasting, Collecting etc. please send it to the Editor for future
publication in the BVWS Bulletin. Your article can be just a few
paragraphs long if you think it conveys its message to your fellow
members. Also if you have any photographic material that would look
good in the Bulletin, don ’t hesitate to post it to the Editor. The chances
are that I will definitely use it!

Please send to: Carl Glover, 33 Rangers Square, London SE10 8HR.
Tel: 020 8469 2904 email: choris.b@virgin.net

62

BVWS POSTERS
3 designs depicting wireless sets from
the 1920’s, 1930’s and1940’s onwards
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£6 per set at BVWS meetings
£10 per set mail order including postage

Graham Terry: 26 Castleton Road, Swindon, Wilts 3N5 SOD
Tel: 01793 886062

W A N T E D
Ferranti 815 battery attache in

DARK RED case

Ferranti
_ 915
flfl mains/ batt

% 3/ attache
”' - in DARK RED

or  CREAM case

0-,... Vidor CN438 JAMBOREE
‘ battery attache record player

Any condition considered
\Mll pay exceptional rates for top class

examples of the sets shown

Mark Johnson 020 8698 0172
mark130 j©hotma iLcom (BVWS member)
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OUt NOW! Out Soon!
Tickling the Crystal. . Tickling the Crystal 2
Domestic British Crystal Sets of the 1 Us More Domestic British Crystal Sets
by lan L Sanders. Photography by Carl Glover Of t he  1 9208

Reviewer’s by ten L Sanders. Photography by Carl Glover

Comments:

“...a truly exciting, world-
class reference book
covering just about every -
aspect of British domestic
crystal sets of the 19205.”
Jonathan Hill, Bulletin of the
British Vintage Wireless Society.

“...For any collector with an
interest in the earliest
broadcast receivers used in
Great Britain, this book will
provide an invaluable

C reference, full of useful
information and with many
photographs to drool over."
Geoff Arnold, Radio Bygones.

256 pages of GPO No. era British crystal sets. Over 200 full-
page photographs. £29.95 plus £7 p&p for UKIEEG (rest of
world £14). BVWS, 26 Castleton Road. Swindon, Wilts 9N5 5GD
Tel: 01793 886062 Telephone 01793 886062

National Vintage Communications Fairi i ‘ i ‘ i tfi i ‘ i l ufi tU . l l t i ' b  /' VaiV‘G‘S /May 213.2004 / Wevisions / Telepho”EC P'Iurmlngham Electrical. Antiques
No an Our '12: eerie Amplifiers / Pre-Ar10-3014t-J4-9 seesaw“ Decks / F:
early e “W" :30 ailsils’i r) e, s n/S 

V/a lyglse 5h 3
30° Staflhf’ldersnd Electr ical Antiques.-
Stall ookings/Ieiliailse Am  Blifiers / Pre-Ar
NVCF:12ZB CannoniStreetr Oakcks / R
London E1 ZLH -- m I —. ~_,_ . c:
a downloadable ‘booking tetra; iskavatflablejrfgmvtgéflé Vt!“ EiteI f " ) ,

Tel: 07947 460161 www.nvcf.co.uk
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